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I.

JURISDICTION

This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant
to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3); Utah Const., art. Ill, § 2; and
Utah R. App. P. 3(a).
II.
A.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

Issues Presented for Review.
1.

In 1933/ Silence Precluded State Taxation.

Did

the court below err in concluding that the 1933 Act's silence as
to state taxation of a non-Indian lessee's mineral production on
the Aneth Extension (an addition to the Navajo's Reservation by
Act of Congress) authorized such taxation when the statutory and
judicial framework existing in 1933 clearly required express
congressional authorization for state taxation of a non-Indian
lessee's mineral production on reservations created by Act of
Congress?
2.

Congress Did Not Intend Utah to Benefit From Both

a Royalty Split and Taxation.

Did the court below err in

concluding that Congress intended to allow the State of Utah to
collect 37^ percent of the tribal royalties and also to tax oil
and gas on the Aneth Extension when congressional debate and
legislative history demonstrate that Utah chose to receive the
royalty as an alternative to the collection of taxes?

s \dhb\2196

B.

Standard of Review,
This is an appeal from the lower court's order granting

summary judgment.

In reviewing both issues involved in this

appeal, the Supreme Court accords no deference to the lower
court's legal conclusions, but reviews them for correctness.
Transamerica Cash Reserve v. Dixie Power, 789 P.2d 24, 25 (Utah
1990).

Accordingly, both issues presented for review are subject

to de novo review.
In addition, because this matter was resolved on
summary judgment, the facts must be construed in the light most
favorable to appellant, the party opposing the motion in the
court below.

Hill v. Seattle First National Bank, 827 P.2d 241,

246 (Utah App. 1992).
III.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS AND STATUTES

A.

Treaty Power Act of March 3, 1871, ch. 120, § 1, 16
Stat. 566 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 71) (reproduced in
relevant part in Addendum A ) .

B.

Act of February 28, 1891, 26 Stat. 795 (codified at 25
U.S.C. § 3 97) (reproduced in full in Addendum B ) .

C.

Indian Reservation Act of June 30, 1919, ch. 4, § 27,
41 Stat. 34 (codified at 43 U.S.C. § 150) (reproduced
in relevant part in Addendum C ) .

D.

Act of February 25, 1920, Pub. L. No. 145, 41 Stat. 437
(codified at 30 U.S.C. § 181) (reproduced in full in
Addendum D ) .

E.

The Leasing Act of May 29, 1924, Pub. L. No. 158, 43
Stat. 244 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 398) (reproduced in
full in Addendum E ) .

F.

The Indian Oil and Gas Act of March 3, 1927, Pub. L.
No. 702, 44 Stat. 1347 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 398a et
sea.) (reproduced in full in Addendum F ) .
- 2 -
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G.

Act of March 1, 1933, ch. 160, 47 Stat. 1418
(reproduced in full in Addendum G) providing in
relevant part as follows:

[Sec. 1.]
Be it enacted by the
Senate
and House of Representatives
of the United
Sates of America in Congress assembled,
That
all vacant, unreserved, and undisposed of
public lands within the areas in the southern
part of the State of Utah, bounded as
follows: . . . b e , and the same are hereby,
permanently withdrawn from all forms of entry
or disposal for the benefit of the Navajo and
such other Indians as the Secretary of the
Interior may see fit to settle thereon;
Provided,
That no further allotments of lands
to Indians on the public domain shall be made
in San Juan County, Utah, nor shall further
Indian homesteads be made in said county
under the Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat. 96;
U.S.C., title 43, sec. 190). Should oil or
gas be produced in paying quantities within
the lands hereby added to the Navajo
Reservation, 37M per centum of the net
royalties accruing therefrom derived from
tribal lessees shall be paid to the State of
Utah; Provided, That said 37M per centum of
said royalties shall be expended by the State
of Utah in the tuition of Indian children in
white schools and/or in the building or
maintenance of roads across the lands
described in Section 1 hereof, or for the
benefit of the Indians residing therein.
Sec. 2. That the State of Utah may
relinquish such tracts of school land within
the areas added to the Navajo Reservation by
section 1 of this Act as it may see fit in
favor of the said Indians, and shall have the
right to select other unreserved and
nonmineral public lands contiguously or
noncontiguously located within the State of
Utah, equal in area and approximately of the
same value to that relinquished, said lieu
selections to be made in the same manner as
is provided for in the Enabling Act of July
16, 1894 (28 Stat. L. 197), except as to the
payment of fees or commissions which are
hereby waived.
- 3 s:\dhb\2196

[47 Stat, at 1418-19 (emphasis in original)].
H.

Act of May 11, 1938, Pub. L. No. 506, 52 Stat. 347
(codified at 25 U.S.C. § 396a) (reproduced in full in
Addendum H ) .

I.

Rule 56(c), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure:

The judgment sought shall be rendered
forthwith if the pleadings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on
file, together with the affidavits, if any,
show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

IV.
A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

NATURE OF THE CASE.
This is an appeal from the seventh judicial district

court's validation of certain state and local taxes -- those
taxes imposed on non-Indian lessees' production of oil and gas
from the Aneth Extension.

The Aneth Extension is a relatively

small portion of the Navajo Indian Reservation in San Juan
County.

It was added to the Reservation by Act of Congress,

March 1, 1933, 47 Stat. 1418 (the M1933 Act").

The leases at

issue in this case were entered into pursuant to the Indian Oil
Act of 1938 (the "1938 Act").

The 1938 Act is silent as to state

taxation of oil and gas lessees.
for state taxation.

The 1933 Act did not provide

State revenue from oil and gas production

was, however, addressed in the 1933 Act by inclusion of a
provision for a royalty split.

The royalty split rather than

- 4 s \dhb\2196

taxation was the revenue alternative selected by the State of
Utah.

Because the Aneth Extension was created by an Act of

Congress, as opposed to a treaty or Executive Order, and based on
the statutory and judicial framework in place at the time of the
1933 Act, the silence of the 1933 Act as to taxation prevents
Utah from imposing taxes on non-Indian lessees.
The issue presented by this appeal is whether the court
below misconstrued recent case law in finding that the omission
of any reference to taxation in the 1933 Act resulted in
authorization for the state taxation of 'mineral production on the
Aneth Extension.

This Court must also consider whether the court

below erroneously concluded that the 1933 Congress, by its
silence, intended to allow the state both to tax mineral
production and also to receive 37M% of the Navajo's royalties
collected from oil and gas produced on the Aneth Extension.
As a result of the lower court's decision, the Aneth
Extension is the only area of the Navajo Reservation on which a
state is entitled to both collect state and local taxes and
collect over one-third of the Indians' royalties.
B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS,
In 1979, several oil and gas producers filed separate

actions to challenge the Oil and Gas Severance Tax (formerly the
Mining Occupation Tax), imposed by Utah Code Ann. §§ 59-5-101, et
seq. (1989); the Oil and Gas Conservation Tax, imposed by Utah
Code Ann. §§ 40-6-14, et. seq. (1989); the Corporate Franchise
- 5 s:\dhb\2196

Tax, imposed by Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-9-1, et seg. (1989); and the
Property Tax, imposed by Utah Code Ann. §§ 59-2-101, e^ seg. ,
(1989) .

Those taxes were imposed by the State of Utah and its

political subdivisions on oil and gas interests within the
portion of the Navajo Reservation lying within the State of Utah.
In addition to those claims, Texaco, Exxon and Union, appellants
herein, also filed specific challenges to state and local taxes
imposed on oil and gas production on the Aneth Extension.

All of

the actions were consolidated in the lower court.
In 1989, Cotton Petroleum Corp. v. New Mexico, 490 U.S.
163 (1989) , was decided.

That case addressed claims similar to

those asserted by all plaintiffs as to the Navajo Reservation
other than the Aneth Extension.

As a result of Cotton Petroleum,

plaintiffs' claims related to state and local taxation outside of
the Aneth Extension were voluntarily dismissed, with prejudice.
Texaco, Exxon and Union's claims related to the Aneth
Extension were, however, unaffected by the Cotton Petroleum
decision.

Cross motions for summary judgment involving the Aneth

Extension claims were filed.

s:\dhb\2196

C.

DISPOSITION IN COURT BELOW.
Defendants' motion for summary judgment was granted in

the court below.
D.

Texaco, Exxon and Union appeal from that order.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS.
1.

Navajo Reservation Before Aneth Extension.

In

1868, a treaty between the United States government and the
Navajos established the original Navajo Reservation straddling
the boundary line between New Mexico and Arizona.
1, 1868, 15 Stat. 667.

(R. 6343; 6014).

Treaty of June

Beginning in 1878, the

federal government extended the Reservation by Executive Order
and continued to expand it through a series of Executive Orders.
(R. 6344) .

The first Executive Order to add lands in Utah,

including those lands later known as the Paiute Strip, came in
1884.

(R. 6344 - 45). The Paiute Strip was restored to the

public domain in 1892.

(R. 6344 - 45). The Paiute Strip was

again withdrawn from the public domain by administrative action
in 1908, and restored back to the public domain in 1922.
(R. 6347) .

In anticipation of seeking congressional action to

permanently withdraw the Paiute Strip from the public domain, the
Department of the Interior again withdrew the lands through
administrative action in 1929.

(R. 6348).

Additional lands

north of the San Juan River were added by Executive Order in
1905.

(R. 6345).

- 7 s \dhb\2l96

2.

Additional Lands Necessary for Navajo Reservation.

In 1927, the Department of the Interior determined that the
Navajo Reservation's land base was inadequate, particularly the
amount of grazing land available for the Tribe's livestock.

In

addition, there were large numbers of Navajos living outside the
Reservation, notably in the Paiute Strip.

(R. 6348).

In

response, legislation for the addition of about 500,000 acres in
the Paiute Strip (and later about 52,000 acres in the Aneth
Extension) was introduced in March 1930.

The legislation was

initially known as the Paiute Strip legislation.
3.

No Evidence of Oil on Paiute Strip.

(R. 6350) .
Much oil

exploration was conducted on the Paiute Strip between 1922 and
1931.

No evidence of the existence of oil was found, and in 1931

it was generally believed that oil would not be found.

(R. 6151/

6349) .
4.

Utah Insisted on a Revenue Sharing Provision,

The

western states historically opposed the creation of Indian
reservations without some method for compensating them for the
revenues they would otherwise have received from the lands.
6328).

(R.

This was particularly true with respect to the lands to

be added by the 1933 Act.

(R. 6351 - 60). Despite the fact that

it appeared there was no oil on the Paiute Strip, the State of
Utah was unwilling to have the lands restored to reservation
status unless a revenue sharing provision was included in the
bill.

(R. 6005).

The perennial debate about how to compensate
- 8 -
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states for the elimination of tax base resulting from the
creation of Indian reservations was thus renewed and continued
until the land was actually added March 1, 1933.
5.

Revenue Sharing Alternatives.

(R. 6405) .

In the debate over

the passage of the Leasing Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 244 (25 U.S.C.
§ 398) (the "1924 Act"), and the Indian Oil Act of 1927, 44 Stat.
1347 (25 U.S.C. § 398a et seg.) (the "1927 Act"), Congress had
considered two alternatives for providing state revenue:
1) having states share in the royalties in the same amount as
allocated to the states by the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920; or
2)

giving states the ability to tax oil and gas production as

they were able to tax other lands.

(R. 6318 - 49). The debate

was resolved in the 1924 Act and the 1927 Act, both of which
applied to the entire United States,

by specifically providing

for state taxation of mineral production.

(R. 6319 - 21; 6342) .

The 1924 Act applied to lands that were "bought and paid for" (R.
6671).

The 1927 Act applied to Executive Order reservations.

(R. 6671) . Neither act allocated a royalty share to the states.
(R. 6386) .
6.

Royalty Provision Added.

Both revenue

alternatives, royalty and taxation, were considered in connection
with the 1933 Act.

(R. 6374 - 82; 6386 - 89). As a result of

Utah's insistence on a revenue provision, a later version of the
Paiute Strip legislation contained a provision that the State
would receive 37M% of royalties.

(R. 6016; 6358) .

- 9 s \dhb\2196

For unrelated

reasons, the Aneth Extension is first included in this later
draft.
7•

Reason for Royalty Provision Instead of Taxation

Alternative,

The usual method for providing state revenue from

mineral leasing was taxation.

The state revenue alternative

chosen for the Paiute Strip and Aneth Extension (those lands
added under the 1933 Act) was, however, tailored to the specific
needs of the Indians living on those added lands.

By using the

royalty sharing provision and specifying how the royalties could
be spent, Congress assured that tribal members living on the
Aneth Extension would benefit from the oil and gas operations
there.

(R. 6021 - 22; 6483 - 84) A1

On the other hand, if the

state taxation alternative had been used, there would have been
no way for Congress to assure any benefit for tribal members
living on the added lands from the oil and gas operations.
6338; 6341).

(R.

Bruce G. Parry, the former director of the Utah

Division of Indian Affairs, summarized the debate in his report
captioned "Utah Division of Indian Affairs Background Information
- Trust Fund" as follows:
Three positions were asserted. first,
that 37M percent of royalties should be paid
to states without strings; second, that 37^
percent be paid to the states to be utilized

-'
Congress required the Tribe to share its royalties with the State -r
Utah largely because of the geography of the area. The Navajo Reservation is p.-*
wholly within any one state and the Utah portion is the smallest segment, populatei
with a distinct minority of tribal residents. Without a restriction in the statute,
there was no assurance that the royalties would be spent by the Tribe for * :.<*
benefit of the Utah residents instead of on other parts of its Reservation .:.
Arizona or New Mexico. (R. 6021 - 22).

- 10 s-\dhb\2196

in lieu of taxes to defray costs of schools
and roads but only for Indians; and third,
that all royalties should be paid to the
Indians but that the states be empowered to
tax production. In some pieces of Indian
legislation, other views may have prevailed,
but in the 1933 Act, the second view was
clearly incorporated. The money was provided
to be paid to the state in lieu of taxes to
accomplish on the Added Lands what would
otherwise have to be financed out of the
state's public treasury.
It is worth of emphasis that the 37^
percent allocation proposed for the states
was always "in lieu of taxes" and the design
was always to provide to the states a source
of revenue to finance schools and roads.
(R. 6393 - 94).
8.

Addition of Aneth Extension.

The 1933 Act as

enacted added 500,000 acres in the Paiute Strip and 52,000 acres
in the Aneth Extension to the Navajo Reservation.

Permanently

set aside certain lands in Utah, as an addition to the Navaio
reservation, H.R. Rep. No. 1883, 72nd Cong., 2nd Sess. 2-3
(1933).

It specified that the royalties allocated to the State

were to be used for road construction and school tuition for the
Indians' benefit.

(R. 6016).

The 1933 Act states:

Should oil or gas be produced in paying quantities
within the lands hereby added to the Navajo
Reservation, 37M per centum of the net royalties
accruing therefrom derived from tribal leases shall be
paid to the State of Utah: Provided, That said 37^ per
centum of said royalties shall be expended by the State
of Utah in the tuition of Indian children in white
schools and/or in the building or maintenance of roads
across the lands described in Section 1 hereof, or for
the benefit of the Indians residing therein.
47 Stat, at 1418-19 (emphasis in original).
- 11 s \dhb\2196

9.

1933 Act Not Silent as to State Revenue•

Inclusion of the royalty provision evidenced congressional intent
that state revenue would be derived from a royalty split rather
than state taxation for any future mineral leasing on the added
lands.

(R. 6386 - 89). Congress recognized that application of

the federal instrumentality doctrine would have required specific
congressional consent to enable state taxation of a non-Indian
mineral lessee on Indian lands.

(R. 6334 - 35/ 6338; 6341;

6343) .
10.

Amendment of 1933 Act.

In 1968, Congress amended

the 1933 Act after determining that many Navajo Indians did not
reside permanently on the land added to the Reservation in 1933,
but moved back and forth in San Juan County.

(R. 6016) .

The

amendment deleted the geographic and subject matter restrictions
on expenditures and substituted the more general requirement that
the state use the royalty proceeds "for the health, education,
and general welfare of the Navajo Indians residing in San Juan
County."

(R. 6016; 6407).
11.

The Leases at Issue in This Case Were Issued

Pursuant to the 193 8 Act.

Oil was discovered on the Aneth

Extension in the mid-1950's.

Plaintiffs were issued leases from

the Navajo Nation within the Aneth Extension.

Those leases were

issued to plaintiffs between 1953 and 1974 pursuant to the Indian
Mineral Leasing Act of 1938.

All leases at issue in this case

- 12 S:\dhb\2196

were thereafter entered into pursuant to the 1938 Indian Mineral
Leasing Act, (25 U.S.C. § 396a) (the M1938 Act").
12.
Case.

(R. 6000).

Royalty Assessed on the Leases at Issue in This

The royalties assessed on appellants' leases range from

12.5% to 50%.

(R. 5951/ 6000).

The 1933 Act provided that 37fc%

of those royalties would be paid to the State of Utah and
deposited into a "Royalty Trust Fund" to be used for road
construction and the education of Indians living in those areas.
(R. 5965) .

The Royalty Trust Fund is administered by the Utah

Division of Indian Affairs ("UDIA") (previously known as the Utah
Board of Indian Affairs).
13.
Imposed.

(R. 5966; 6393 - 98).

State Taxes Paid Under Protest When Tribal Taxes

From the mid-1950's until 1978, appellants paid all

Utah state taxes without protest.

(R. 6001) .

In 1978, the

Navajo Nation imposed Tribal taxes on the leases in the Aneth
Extension.

(R. 6001).

The two taxes collected are the Oil and

Gas Severance Tax, levied at a rate of 4% of production, and the
Possessory Interest Tax, levied at a rate of 3% of value.
(R. 6001) . When Tribal taxes were imposed, plaintiffs began
paying State Taxes under protest.

This litigation ensued.
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V.
A.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

THE LOWER COURT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE THAT THERE ARE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS.

Indian reservations have been created and lands have been
added to existing reservations in several ways.

Understanding

these different methods is necessary to put the 1933 Act into its
proper historical perspective.
1.

Treaty Reservations.

Prior to 1871, the United

States set aside lands for Indian use by treaties.
2.
Reservations.

Shift from Treaty Reservations to Executive Order
After Congress prohibited creation of or addition

to reservations by treaty, the executive branch took primary
responsibility through Executive Orders.

The status of lands set

aside by Executive Order differed from the status of lands set
aside by treaty and other methods.
3.
Congress.

Reservations Established Exclusively by Act of

After 1919, Congress prohibited creation of

reservations or adding to them except by Act of Congress.
4.
Congress.

The Aneth Extension was Created by Act of

A small portion of land known as the Aneth Extension

was added to the Reservation in Utah in 1933 by Act of Congress.
This is the land on which the oil leases at issue in this case
are located.
B.

AS OF 1933, STATE TAXATION OF NON-INDIAN MINERAL
PRODUCTION ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS REQUIRED EXPRESS
CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION,

- 14 s:\dhb\2196

1.

The Instrumentality Doctrine Required Specific

Congressional Authorization for State Taxation in 1933.

The

instrumentality doctrine was fully enforced by the United States
Supreme Court in 1933.

As then applied, it prevented state

taxation of non-Indian mineral lessees without specific
congressional approval.

Congress was well aware of the

instrumentality doctrine and the need for express language where
taxation was intended to be authorized.
2•

In 1933, No Statute Addressed State Taxation of

Non-Indian Lessees on the Type of Lands Involved Here.

In 1933

when the Aneth lands were added, there was no statute authorizing
state taxation on those lands.

Even though Congress had given

specific authorization for state taxation on other types of
reservation lands through the 1924 and the 1927 Acts, there was
never authorization for state taxation on the Aneth lands.
3•

Congress Intended to Provide Revenue to the State

Through the Royalty Division.

States historically objected to

the withdrawal of additional lands for Indian reservations
because it reduced the state's tax base while increasing the
state's expenses.

There had been long debate in the context of

the 1927 Act concerning the ways in which the federal government
could assist the states in meeting their revenue objectives.

The

normal method was to allow state taxation of the mineral
production.

That was the method implemented by the 1924 Act for

- 15 s \dhb\2196

treaty reservations and by the 1927 Act for Executive Order
reservations.
In the negotiation of the 1933 Act, the State of Utah
chose a different alternative.

Instead of permitting taxation,

Congress provided a royalty split.

This alternative sought to

assure that the Indians living on the added lands would benefit
from the revenue allocated to the state.
The 1933 Act was intentionally silent as to state taxation.
Congress recognized that the instrumentality doctrine would
require specific authorization for state taxation and
acknowledged that the royalty alternative had been selected by
including that language instead of any reference to state
taxation.
C,

THE LEGAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE COURT BELOW ARE INCORRECT-CONGRESSIONAL SILENCE IN THE 1933 ACT MUST BE
INTERPRETED AS PRECLUDING THE STATE FROM TAXING NONINDIAN MINERAL PRODUCTION ON THE ANETH EXTENSION.

Congress included the royalty provision as the sole method
for providing state revenue in the 1933 Act, intentionally
omitting any reference to state taxation.

The lower court's

conclusions of law, however, conclude otherwise.

Those

conclusions of law are wrong.
1.
Misplaced.

The Lower Court's Reliance on Cotton Petroleum is
The court below relied heavily on the case of Cotton

Petroleum, a case dealing with Executive Order reservations.
court below failed to consider the legal framework in place at
- 16 s:\dhb\2196

The

the time of the 1933 Act, as opposed to the time period at issue
in Cotton Petroleum.

Instead, the lower court adopted the rules

set forth in Cotton Petroleum even though they did not fit the
facts of this case.

In

Cotton Petroleum, the Executive Order

lands were governed by the 1927 Act which specifically permitted
state taxation.

In addition, the instrumentality doctrine had

been overruled, changing the rule such that specific
congressional prohibition against state taxation was required in
order to grant immunity from such taxation.
2.

The Court Below Erred in Concluding that Congress

did not Intend to Address State Taxation in the 1933 Act.

The

congressional debates and negotiations leading up to the 1933 Act
make it clear that Congress not only intended to but did address
state revenue in the 1933 Act.

That revenue was provided through

the royalty split rather than state taxation.

Although that was

not the usual form used for state revenue, it was the alternative
selected in this case because of the need to assure that Indians
living on the Reservation benefitted from the funds received by
the state.
3.

The Court Below Incorrectly Concluded That the

1924 and 1927 Acts Applied to the Aneth Extension.

The lower

court was incorrect in holding that the 1924 and 1927 Acts would
have applied to the Aneth Extension prior to 1938.

Application

of the 1924 act was limited to treaty or "bought and paid for"
lands.

The 1927 Act clearly applied only to Executive Order
- 17 -
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reservations.

Neither applied to the Aneth Extension, land added

by an Act of Congress.
4.

The Lower Court Misunderstood the Effect of

Setting Aside the Aneth Lands For Indian Use.

The lower court

also incorrectly concluded that withdrawing the Aneth lands for
Indian use would not change the taxation effect.

In 1933, vvhen

land was withdrawn from the public domain the state lost its
right to share in the royalty and to tax non-Indian lessees.
Either or both could only be granted to the state by explicit
congressional action.

Under the lower court's interpretation,

however, the Utah is entitled both to tax and to receive 37M% of
the royalty -- the only reservation lands in the State of Utah
where the State gains such a windfall.
5.

The Lower Court Erroneously Relied on the 1968

Amendment of the 1933 Act to Understand Congress' Intent in 1933.
The lower court relied on amendment of the 1933 Act in 1968 as a
justification for its holding.

That reliance is misplaced.

The

1933 Act was amended in 1968 to change the beneficiary class for
expenditure of the state royalty revenues and deleted the
geographic and subject matter restrictions on those expenditures.
There is no evidence that Congress even re-considered state
revenue alternatives in the amendment process.
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VI. ARGUMENT
The issues in this case cannot be completely understood
and digested without a thorough appreciation for the intricacies
and interplay between the differing types of Indian reservations,
the alternative ways states can receive revenue from oil and gas
production on Indian lands and the statutes and judicial
decisions affecting oil leasing on Indian reservations.
The lower court's failure to take the differences
between the three recognized types of Indian reservations into
consideration resulted in several errors, such as the court's
misplaced reliance on Cotton Petroleum.

The lower court also

failed to apply the facts to the law as it existed in 1933, when
the Aneth lands were added.
This analysis attempts to guide the Court through the
facts and the findings and conclusions of the court below in that
legal context, demonstrating the errors and inadequacies of the
conclusions and the reasons why the final outcome of this case
was wrong.

The order granting defendants' motion for summary

judgment must be reversed and Texaco's, Exxon's and Union's
amended complaints reinstated.
A.

THE LOWER COURT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE THAT THERE ARE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF INDIAN RESERVATIONS.
Three different methods by which Indian reservations

have been created in the United States --

by treaty, by

Executive Order and by Act of Congress -- have been recognized.
See Antoine v. Washington, 420 U.S. 194, 201-03 (1975); Hvnes v.
- 19 s \dhb\2196

Grimes Packing Co., 337 U.S. 86, 103 (1949); United States v.
Southern Pacific Transp. Co.. 543 F.2d 676, 685-89 (9th Cir.
1976).

Different statutes and rules apply depending on the

manner in which the reservation lands were set aside.

See

British-American Oil Producing Co. v. Board of Equalization of
the State of Montana, 299 U.S. 159 (1936).

No consideration was

given by the lower court to the differing types of Indian
reservations and, more importantly, what type of reservation was
at issue in this case.

The following section outlines different

ways by which lands have been set aside for Indian use.
1.

Treaty Reservations,

The United States initially created Indian reservations
by treaty.

Although the Indians' treaty rights were subject to

congressional authority to control the use of such land, grant
adverse interests or extinguish Indian title completely, treaty
land cannot be taken without payment of just compensation.
Southern Pacific, 543 F.2d at 686.
2.

Shift From Treaty Reservations to Executive Order
Reservations,

In 1871, Congress prohibited creation of or addition to
Indian reservations by treaty.

Treaty Power Act of March 3,

1871, ch. 120, § 1, 16 Stat. 566 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 71)
(the "1871 Act").

Responsibility for creation of and additions

to reservations then shifted solely to the executive branch of
government and were implemented by Executive Order.
Pacific, 543 F.2d at 686.
- 20 s:\dhb\2196

Southern

The status of lands set aside for Indian use by
Executive Order differed from those lands set aside by treaty.
Executive Order reservations could be terminated by Congress or
the President without payment of just compensation.

Id. at 687.

Although the tribe was considered to own the oil and other
mineral rights on treaty reservation lands, there were many who
believed the oil and mineral rights on Executive Order
reservations were held by the federal government.

See 49

Decisions of the Department of the Interior in Cases Relating to
the Public Lands 140 (Daniel M. Green, ed., Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1923).

The rationale advanced by

these proponents was that the land had only been "withdrawn" for
Indian use by the Executive Order and that the Indians residing
there had no claim to the land or the minerals.

Id.; see also

Cotton Petroleum, 490 U.S. at 180-81 n. 12; Disposition of
Bonuses, Rentals, and Royalties from Unallotted Indian Lands,
H.R. Rep. No. 1254, 68th Cong., 2nd Sess. 6-11 (1925); Leasing of
Executive Order Reservations, Hearings before a Subcommittee of
the Committee on Indian Affairs on H.R. 9133, 69th Cong., 1st
Sess. 73-87 (1926).

In fact, withdrawals by Executive Order were

often temporary, as witnessed by the several withdrawals of lands
in the Paiute Strip (the largest portion of land added to the
Reservation by the 1933 Act) and their return to the public
domain.

See Facts #1, 8, supra.
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3.

Reservations Established Exclusively by Act of
Congress.

In 1919, Congress prohibited creation of Indian
reservations or adding to existing reservations except by Act of
Congress.

Act of June 30, 1919, ch. 4, § 27, 41 Stat. 34

(codified at 43 U.S.C. § 150) (the "1919 Act").

After that date,

all new reservations, or additions to existing reservations,
could only be established by Act of Congress.
4.

The Aneth Extension was Created by Act of
Congress.

The 1933 Act added 500,000 acres in the Paiute Strip
and 52,000 acres in the Aneth Extension to the Navajo
Reservation.

That addition was created neither by treaty nor by

executive order, but by Act of Congress.
B,

See Fact #8, supra.

AS OF 1933, STATE TAXATION OF NON-INDIAN MINERAL
PRODUCTION ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS REQUIRED EXPRESS
CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION,
The court below erred in rejecting plaintiffs' argument

that the 1933 Act's silence as to state taxation is to be viewed
as a rej-~::tion of Utah's ability to tax non-Indian mineral
production on the Aneth Extension.

In 1933, when the Aneth lands

were added, the instrumentality doctrine required specific
congressional authorization to tax.

That authorization was never

given for the Aneth lands and the 1924 and 1927 Acts allowing
state taxation did not cover the type of reservation lands
involved here.
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1•

The Instrumentality Doctrine Required Specific
C o n g r e s s i o n a l A u t h o r i z a t i o n for State T a x a t i o n in
1933,

The S u p r e m e Court applied the d o c t r i n e of
:i n t: e r g o v e r n m e n t: a ] :i mi r n i n :i t:";; / !:: ::» :i nv a ] i :I a t e s t: a t: e t: a x a t: i c n :> f n : i i Indian l e s s e e s o n income d e r i v e d from the sale of oil and g a s
p r o d u c e d from. Indian land in G i l l e s p i e v. O k l a h o m a , 2 5 7 U . S . 501
; •. .

;' .

1:T Ei "federal

i n s t r u m e n t a l i t y doctrine

- ^ state taxed income r e c e i v e d

under a contract w:*-'r. ^he U n i t e d States a o v e r n m e n t , the effect
w a s t h e same as .: •._

: -.aerJ± government

-t.= elf w a s taxed

' rhe

t h i n k i n g w a s that state t a x a t i o n of p r o f i t s from oil and g a s
• •- : .

< ••

\ i•

r ilenO' i the

g o v e r n m e n t ' s p o w e r to contract a n d a d v e r s e l y affected the federal
g o v e r n m e n t ' s e f f o r t s to make the best p o s s i b l e p r o v i s i o n s for the

P r i o r to G i l l e s p i e , the Cc;tt h a d applied the
i n s t r u m e n t a l i t y doc'-rirv? i r --^veral iiffer^n- -~*i--x~ =;
Court h a d previously

.. ^. _:

it rtt-::

i- -..

_

G, R. Co , J

Harrisc.

-

. 2r*^ . _2JL<±; .

^^-.:-:

t_

e x e m p t from state o c c u p a t i o n and p r i v i l e g e t a x e s .

m e Court he'.i tnat

T e r r i t o r y Illuminating- O i l C o . v. O k l a h o m a , 14C '.- - ^
.

•

* i -

«•"• '

p r o d u c t i o n t a x e s m Howard v . -itttsy . . i
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'

-^...

A -t

thoctaw, I. &

the v a l u e of a leas-c:,. . ; ,. .,j exempt from state taxes

1 : l ., it!

~he

-

. ^ a - - - '

-• ^ •

-

•_:: - naian
-:.'..
::-

1 ? '. - ,

•.

-

)

(per curiam), and in Large Oil Co. v. Howard, 248 U.S. 549 (1919)
(per curiam).
After Gillespie, the Court continued to apply the
instrumentality doctrine in the context of non-Indian mineral
production on reservations.
U.S. 609 (1926).

See Jaybird Mining Co. v. Weir, 271

In Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S.

393, 401 (1932), just one year before the 1933 Act (and while
Congress and the State of Utah were negotiating its provisions)
the Court reaffirmed the instrumentality doctrine in that
context.
In Gillespie and other federal instrumentality cases,
the Supreme Court recognized that waiver of this
intergovernmental immunity by the federal government required
specific and explicit congressional action.
v. Weir, 271 U.S. 609 (1926).

Jaybird Mining Co.

See also M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17

U.S. (4 Wheat) 316 (1819) ("without congressional consent no
Federal agency or instrumentality can be taxed by state
authority")/ British-American, 299 U.S. 159, 161 ("The taxes in
question are a gross production tax and a net proceeds tax, and
it is conceded that the State is without power to apply either to
the production under this lease, save and except as Congress may
have given its assent.").

Congress was also well aware in 1933

that application of the federal instrumentality doctrine required
specific congressional consent to enable the states to tax non-
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Indian m i n e r a l p r o d u c t i o n on Indian reservations.

See Fact # 9 ,

supra.
A ] t: 1: 1 • i) i i g 1 I .1 a t: e i: C i) i i i t: I e c i s I o i I s f < :) u i i d t h e r a t: i o i i a 1 e o f
G i l l e s p i e and the instrumentality doctrine unsound, the doctrine
was u n q u e s t i o n a b l y in place i n 1933 when the A n e t h E x t e n s i o n w a s
added to the Navajo Reservation by .,: ^ct of Congress.
Petroleum, 490 U . S . at. 174-75.
- i in 1

Cotton

The instrumentality doctrine w a s

-fter ei Iact:ment: : f t: 1 Ie 1 9 3 3 A • : t:

I lelvering

v. M o u n t a i n Producers Corp., 303 U . S . 3 76 (19 3 8) (Gillespie and
its p r o g e n y specifically o v e r r u l e d ) .
Tl le :i i istr i n i: tei i/tali t}

:k> :rt:i i i le A; a s fi ii: thei ex ode :i :i i l 1 94 8

by O k l a h o m a T a x Commission v Texas C o . , 3 36 U . S . 34 2

(1949).

That decisi on overru1ed Choctaw, Indian Territory 11luminating,
Gipsy O i l , Large Oil C o . v. Howard, and Jaybird Mining, based on
the rationale that although Congress has the power to immunize
1 e s sees f rom s t: at e t: a x a t :i on

c :>ngr e s s i o n a 1 s :i 1 e n c e d o e s i i- :it:

preclude the Court from curtailing such lessee'" s immunity.
The instrum.ental.ity doctrine has n o w been completely
d i s c r e d i t e d.

"T h e '' m o d e r i i r i i ] e'"l|" :i s 1:1: i a t i i c i i 11 i d i a n I e s s e e s n L a y b e

subject to nondiscriminatory state taxes absent an express gr-mt
o f i mrnu n i t y f r om C o n g r e s s ,
182

Co t ton P e t r o 1 e um, 4 9 0 I J. S . a t :7 "

(: 'By th B t i i ne 11 Ie 2 93 8 A ::: 1: w a s ei iact:ed, 1 i :)w e e:i : t Gillesi ^

had b e e n overruled and replaced by the modern rule permitting
such taxes absent congressional d i s a o n r o v a i . " ) .
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2.

In 1933, No Statute Addressed State Taxation of NonIndian Lessees on the Type of Lands Involved Here,

To fully understand the implication of congressional
silence in the" 1933 Act further requires an understanding of the
legislative backdrop to oil and gas leasing on the different
types of Indian reservations and on public lands.
Until 1938, there was no statute addressing mineral
leasing on all types of reservation lands.

State taxation was

not addressed by the 1933 Act and there has never been a statute
authorizing state taxation of non-Indian mineral lessees on the
lands, added to the Reservation by that act.
a.

Act of 1891,

The Act of 1891, 26 S t a t . 795 (25 U.S.C. § 397)

(the

"1891 Act"), provided for mineral leasing on lands "bought and
paid for" by Indians.

Except in limited s i t u a t i o n s , where

Indians gave up s u b s t a n t i a l amounts of land or r i g h t s , the term
"bought and paid for" r e f e r r e d to r e s e r v a t i o n s created by a
t r e a t y between an Indian t r i b e and the United S t a t e s
government.- 7

British-American, 299 U.S. at 164.

apply to Executive Order Reservations.
U.S. at 180.

I t did not

Cotton Petroleum, 490

The 1891 Act was s i l e n t as to s t a t e t a x a t i o n on o i l

and gas production on such r e s e r v a t i o n s .

See Addendum B.

-'
Only in l i m i t e d s i t u a t i o n s where Indians gave up s u b s t a n t i a l amounts
of land or r i g h t s in connection with an Act of Congress r e s e r v a t i o n are such lands
considered "bought and paid f o r . " British-American Oil Producing Co. v. Board of
E q u a l i z a t i o n , 299 U.S. a t 164, and cases c i t e d t h e r e i n .
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A c t " ' , p r o v i d e d for mineral leasing on the public domain,
S t a t u t e

i l Y „

L

. k i

-

:

. L/W;,,

T'^'-o

I i.

I. l i » -

Sl.dl.f

This
|ij I J »

(

Li)

the U.S. Treasury and 52M% to the national reclamation fund ;.or
1 r r i qa t i1 MI proiects.

4 1 Stat

4 3 7 (30 U .S.C,

§ 18] )

Because the 1920 Act dealt wi th the public domain,
did not address mineral leasing on Indian reservations.
Tenth Ci i ci i:i t: O DI n: t : f Appea] s has i :i :)t B :i:

•L J V

1

ij

L ii

p a it

ijii

ulht'i

(jiMiiinJ

Mil

± i * I j'

As the

"pi il: ] :i : ioma i i I stati is

and r e s e r v a t i o n status are mutually exclusive. 1 "
v. U t a h , ^Ih F,?d 12c)8, 2305 /10th ("ir

:i t:

Ute Indian T r i b e

1 ^ V , aff'd in part a n d
\

I

ill

i

•

i I *u

,

c e r t , denied, 479 U . S . 994 (1986), siting D e C o t e a u v. District
County

COLLI!

J:JI II

"

4ir H975).

As a result, the 192 0 Act h a s

no relevance Lc mineral leases on lniian r e s e r v a t i o n s , ut the
s t a t e s ' a b i l i t y to tax non-Indian p r o d u c e r s .
Sea ton, 2 8] F 2 I 520

• 523 (E 3

• 2, Ii

See also H a l e y v.

1 5 • 5 1)) (" Ii i« 3 i ai L 1 an Is , ire not

l e a s a b l e u n d e r the [1920] A c t . They m a y b e leased only tinder
special acts p r o v i d i n g for the leasing of Indian lands.")
c.

'll.'iia Leasing A c t o£ 1 9 2 4 .

The Leasing Act: of 1924, 43 Stat. 244 (25 U . S . C . § 398)
(the "1924 Act")
Act.

expanded the leasing provisions under the 1891

T h e 1 92 1 1 \,,ct lf 1 iow"„"

I

'

/eH I--

v"lhi,3i

MHII<I

leased u n d e r the 1891 A c t , :i .e., lands "bought and paid lor,
27 .-•

ihb ;

lib

In
or

"treaty reservations."

Cotton Petroleum, 490 U.S. at 180-81;

Montana v. Blackfeet, 471 U.S. 759, 767-68 (1985).
In response to the Court's application of the
instrumentality doctrine, the 1924 Act specifically provided for
state taxation of mineral production on treaty reservations.
Development of Oil and Gas Mining Leases, Hearings on S. 1722 and
S. 3159 before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 69th
Cong., 1st Sess. 79 (1926); see also Leasing of Executive Order
Reservations, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the House
Committee on Indian Affairs, 69th Cong., 1st Sess. 51 (1926).
The 1924 Act did not allocate a share of the royalties to the
state, even though both taxation and royalties were considered as
state revenue alternatives.
d.

Id.

See Addendum E.

Indian Oil Act of 1927.

The Indian Oil Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1347 (25 U.S.C.
§ 398a et seq.) (the "1927 Act"), authorized mineral leasing on
Executive Order reservations.

As with the 1924 Act, the 1927 Act

did not provide that any portion of the royalties was to be
shared with the states.

See Addendum F.

Congress again selected

state taxation instead of sharing royalties.
490 U.S. at 180 n.12.

Cotton Petroleum,

As with the 1924 Act, Congress again

recognized that the instrumentality doctrine required specific
authorization for state taxation, and specifically included a
provision authorizing such taxation.

- 28 s:\dhb\2196

Development of Oil and Gas

M i n i n g Leases, Hearings o n S. 1722 and S. 3159 before the Senate
:^a.. ,^,airs , 6 91 i i C c ) i l g

CL::^::^

e•

] s 1 : Ses s

8 6 8 8 (1 9 2 6 )

T h e 193 8 Indian Mineral Leasing A c t .

The 193 8 Indian Mineral Leasing A c t ,

(25 U.S.C.

§ 3 96a) , p r o v i d e d for mineral leasing on "unallotted lai ids within
any Indian reservation or lands owned by any tribe" for a term
n :> t: t: • :> e x c e e d t e n y e a r s . T h e p u r p o s e : f t: h e 1 9 3 8 A :: t: w a s t: •
leasing p r o v i s i o n s and authority unifor m with respect to all
forrs of Indian lands, i e. treaty, Executive Order and A c t of
Congr e s s Re s e i va 11 oi is , Mont ai ia v. B1 ack.f ee t, 1 ; 1 I J S

c t: ; 6 ; ',

i]

at 7 6 4 ;

5

The 193 8 Act does not address state taxation.

Id

s e e a 1 s o Cotton Petroleurn, 49 0 U . S . at 1 7 7 .
The PJAH Act. contains a general repealer clause
p r o v i d i n g that " [a] 11 Act [s] or parts -.r Acts i n c n s i s : - - . :
her^v/1

»' hereby i H ^ P H I HM |, "
,1

Congress Intended to Provide Revenue to the State
Through the Royalty Division.

Congress specifically addressed state revenue from oil
and g a s leases ii i the 193 3 Act b y inclusion of the royalty
I a. i i g u a g e .

C o n g i ess 1 i a d d e b a t e d 11 i e t: a x a t :i o i :i

e i s i i s i o y a 1 t: y

alternatives extensively before the 1933 Act w a s passed.
Facts # 5
i) ] 2

;

See

supra; see also Cott on Petroleum, 4 90 U . S . at 18 0

C i i) i l s I d e i e d :i i l t: h I s h I s t o i :i : a ] c c: i I t: e x t:, i i i c ] i I s :i o i I • : • f t: h e

royalty language In the 1933 Act w a s intended to address the only
m a n n e r b y w h i c h revenues would be provided to the State.
- 29 s:\dhb\2l96

The voluminous congressional debate and negotiations
leading up to the 193 3 Act had centered on the impact that
setting aside additional reservation land would have on state
revenues.

See Facts # 4 - 7 , supra.

Setting aside land for

Indian reservations was often disfavored by local and state
governments because those governments were required to provide
for schools, roads, and general health, safety and welfare of the
residents of the reservation, despite the reduction in tax base
resulting from the reservation.

See Fact #4, supra.

It was generally recognized in those debates that state
income could be derived by either allocating to the states a
portion of the royalties from the mineral production or by
allowing the states to tax that mineral production.

Oil and Gas

Mining Leases Upon Unallotted Lands, H.R. Rep. No. 763, 69th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1926); To Authorize Oil and Gas Mining Lease
Upon Unallotted Lands within Executive Order Indian Reservations,
and for Other Purposes, S. Rep. No. 768, 69th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1926); see also Facts # 5, 7, supra.

The normal method for

deriving that revenue was from state taxation of the mineral
lessee.

See Cotton Petroleum, 490 U.S. at 182 ("Thus, at least

as to Executive Order reservations, state taxation of non-member
oil and gas lessees was the norm from the very start").
Because there was often concern that the state
production tax might be confiscatory or excessive, however,
(thereby reducing the tribal income from such leases), many
- 30 s \dhb\2196

advocated a royalty sharing arrangement by which the state would
rece:i ^ re 37%% :>f a ] ] r : ya] t::i e 3 p • a i d

Leasing of Executive Or der

Reservations, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on
Indian Affairs on H.. R. 913 3, 6.9th Cong., 1st Sess. 26 11926).
'1 - - " '

-

- "y'd L ' \

t\ i

ui'-if.'J L

1 -i

compensating the states.
11 . ] 2 ,

t

;;»!.u i i i

i Lut

>

1

I

i. c i X ^ d ,

wl] 1 J •

J

Cotton Petroleum, 490 U.S. at 180-91

Congress was aware that, under the federal

doctrine then in effect, M. I:lie oil came uut

instrumentality

4 tuntixaLle

(Indian) lands, the nontaxable feature stayed with the oil and
the

'

*.

Leas ing of Execut ive Order

Reservations, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on
Indian Affairs, 6 9 Cong., 1st Sess. 10 ] 1 (1 9 2 6 ) ; see also Indian
Terr it or y 11 luminat ii ig

.A^homa, 2 4 0 IJ S

5 2 2 (1 91 6 ) (

the oil came out of nontaxable land, the state should not be
allowed to tax i t)
By 1 9 3 3 , t: 1: Ie s t at e revenue debat e had beei i i e s c 1 ve d
with respect to both lands "bought and paid for," or treaty
reservat] on s

and Execi rt:i ,/ e Order resei vat ions . The 1924 Act

provided that a state was peri nitted to tax oil production by a
non-Indian on treaty reservations.

The 1927 Act similarly

pini)1; n i l e d f • : :i : 31 i ::1 i t a x a t :i :>i l : i l E x e c i it:i ^ • e Oi : dei : reservat.] • : i is .
Neither of those statutes gave the state any share of the
royalties collected.
T h e

:i -<

.

•

i : - - - - . ! ; * = > d

i n the context C L • :-e L ^ J : A.; . Survey or Conditions of the
31
S :::"" ,
„ lhb\2196

Indians in the United States, Hearings before a Subcommittee of
the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 71st Cong., 3rd Sess.
Part 11 at 4561 (1931) .

Those debates and negotiations built

upon the previous debates leading to adoption of the 1924 Act,
and the 1927 Act.

Largely because Utah preferred the royalty

alternatives instead of state taxation, the 1933 Act so provided.
See Fact # 7, supra.

That debate, and the resolution of the

issue, is perhaps best summarized by Bruce G. Parry, the former
director of the Utah Division of Indian Affairs, in the UDIA
Regulations and Policies, which explained that Utah had elected
to receive the royalty share in lieu of the taxes allowed on the
other types of reservations under the 1924 and 1927 Acts.
Parry summarized the congressional debate as follows:
Three positions were asserted. First,
that 37% percent of royalties should be paid
to states without strings; second, that 37%
percent be paid to the states to be utilized
in lieu of taxes to defray costs of schools
and roads but only for Indians; and third,
that all royalties should be paid to the
Indians but that the states be empowered to
tax production. In some pieces of Indian
legislation, other views may have prevailed,
but in the 1933 Act, the second view was
clearly incorporated. The money was provided
to be paid to the state in lieu of taxes to
accomplish on the Added Lands what would
otherwise have to be financed out of the
state's public treasury.
It is worthy of emphasis that the 37%
percent allocation proposed for the states
was always "in lieu of taxes" and the design
was always to provide to the states a source
of revenue to finance schools and roads.

- 32 s:\dhb\2196

Mr.

U t a h DivisI on of Indian A f f a i r s , R e g u l a t i o n s a n d P o l i c i e s ,
B a c k g r o u n d, p p . 2 3 (e mp h a s i s i n o r i g i n a 1) .

(R

61 05

06 ) .

The U D I A is charged with the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of U t a h ' s
37M% share of the royalty,

( Jt ah Code A n n . § 63 36 1 (1: »)

I.

d e t e r m i n i n g the m e a n i n g of a statute,, the c o n s t r u c t i o n p l a c e d o n
it b y the, g o v e r n m e n t agency charged w i t h the duty of e x e c u t i n g it
shoi iJ • :I b e g:i > ei i cons:i derab 1 e we :i g 1: It:

11 lvestment Compai i\

Institute v. Camp, 401 U . S . 61 7 (19 71) ; Rayle v. Board of R e v i e w
of t h e Industrial C o m m i s s i o n , 700 P.2d ] 135
As the U D I A h a s recc gnized,,

:

(Utah 1985)

:istoi y makes it ..i.;^:

/

clear that Congress gave Utah the choice of receiving either 37M
p - > - - * ' ) f 11 I e :i : :> \ r a 1 t: i e s • :> i t h e p o w e i t: : t a x t h e • :) j ] a n • :I g a s D n
the A n e t h E x t e n s i o n .

Utal i chose the royalties instead of the

"usual" form,, of state revenue.

Permanently set aside c e r t a i n

lands i.i I U t a h as ai i. additioi i t 3 the Navajo Reservatioi I
No.. 1.8 83, 72nd Cong.. 2nd. Sess. 2-3 (1.933).

II R

Rep .

Congress intended to

deal w i t h that choice b y i ncl i iding the roya Ity provision in. the
IS133 A c t ai i' i • ::>n iitt.ii ig ai i;y i: efei ei ice t : state taxatioi :i , See also
Facts # 6 - '

supra.

The 193 8 Act, under which the leases at iss.ie here are
governed,, is silent on taxation.

As noted in Cot ton Pet ro 1 eum,

that silence requires this Court to examine the historical
context :i i l ; d: :i :i ::I: i tl :i = sj: e ::::i f :i : a ::t w a s adopte :i

190 I J. S

O n l y then c a n this Court cletei mine if C o n g r e s s , through its
s i l e n c e o r o t h e r w i s e , intended to allow state taxation.
- 33 s:\dhb\2196

at 176 .

C.

THE LEGAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE COURT BELOW ARE INCORRECT
-- CONGRESSIONAL SILENCE IN THE 1933 ACT MUST BE
INTERPRETED AS PRECLUDING THE STATE FROM TAXING NONINDIAN MINERAL PRODUCTION ON THE ANETH EXTENSION.
The lower court's Conclusions of Law fail to recognize

that inclusion of the royalty provision in che 1933 Act evidenced
congressional intent as to the manner state revenue would be
derived from any future mineral leasing on the added lands.
Omission of any reference to state taxation in 1933 was not an
oversight.

Instead, it was a recognition by Congress of Utah's

choice of the royalty alternative and Congress' understanding of
the instrumentality doctrine.
As noted above, when the Aneth Extension was added in
1933, no statute dealt with mineral leasing on those lands.
Because the instrumentality doctrine, undisputedly in effect in
1933, required specific congressional action to authorize state
taxation of mineral leasing on Indian lands, Congress was well
aware that its silence in the 1933 Act would prohibit state
taxation on the Aneth Extension.
1.

The Lower Court's Reliance on Cotton
Misplaced*

Petroleum

is

In 1989, the United States Supreme Court held that the
general repealer provision in the 1938 Act (which neither allowed
nor prohibited state taxation) did not repeal the waiver of
immunity from state taxation in the 1927 Act (which specifically
allowed state taxation on Executive Order reservations as was
involved there).

Cotton Petroleum, 490 U.S. at 182-83.
- 34 -
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The

Court n o t e d that the g e n e r a l r e p e a l e r clause of the 1 9 3 8 Act did
i > 1 a f f e c t: t he t axat i ::»i i p r o^ * i s, i ons

• f 1 I: ,,e 1 9 2 7 A«:: t:

i

, i 1 A/a s not

i n c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the terms of the 1938 A c t . Id.
The court b e l o w relied h e a v i l y o n C o t t o n P e t r o l e u m in
i t s 1 e g a 1 • :: o i I < : 1 I i s i o n s .

4 9 0 IJ S

11 ] 6 6

T1 i« i t: r e ] i a i I c c > i E;

m i s p l a c e d a n d t h e c o n c l u s i o n s are w r o n g .
The first legal conclusion-"'' of the court b e l o w r e a d s :
1.
U n d e r the U n i t e d S t a t e s S u p r e m e C o u r t ' s
d e c i s i o n in C o t t o n P e t r o l e u m v. N e w M e x i c o , 10 9
S. C t . 1 6 9 8 ( 1 9 8 9 ) , state taxes o n n o n - I n d i a n o i l
and g a s leases will be "upheld u n l e s s e x p r e s s l y o r
i m p l i e d l y p r o h i b i t e d b y C o n g r e s s . " 109 S. Ct. at
1706. N o t h i n g in the l e g i s l a t i v e h i s t o r y of t h e
193 8 Indian M i n e r a l L e a s i n g Act: o r its
c o n t e m p o r a n e o u s setting s u g g e s t s a n y such intent
to p r o h i b i t state taxes o n the part of C o n g r e s s .
Id. at 1 7 1 0 . Indeed, the A c t m a n i f e s t s C o n g r e s s '
"intent to permit state t a x a t i o n of n o n [Indi an]
lessees."
Id. at 171.1.
1......s conc 1 usioi I i i iis:i i Itei pr e t s Co11oi I P e t i o 1 em i i a i I• ::i :i ts
a p p l i c a b i l i t y to this c a s e .

This is evident from a close look at

t h e p o r t i oi is o f t h e Si ipreme Court opi nion quoted b y the court
below.

T h e por tioi is of C o t t o n P e t r o l e u m quoted ii I the c o n c l u s i o n

are i n c o m p l e t e a n d taken o u t of c o n t e x t .

They lead to the

i i i a c c u r a t e • ::: o n c I u s :1 o n 11 i a t: s t a t e t a x a t: :i • ::> i I : i i 11: i e A n e t h E x t e n s i o n
wi11 be permi11ed unless immunity is specifically authorized by
Congress.
PliH f i i si 11ui it M I
first conclusion

\. lhbs 21.96

i nt

I hat state taxes will be "upheld unless

-"'
T he lower court's Findings
rep rodu c e d i n f u 11 i n Ad.de ndum J

,

Cotton Petroleum

of

F a c t: and

Conclusions

of

Law

a re

expressly or impliedly prohibited by Congress" -- was taken out
of a section of the opinion discussing the instrumentality
doctrine and the transition from the period when specific
congressional consent was required to tax, to more recent times
when taxes are permitted unless expressly prohibited.

The full

quote from the Cotton Petroleum decision is:
This Court's approach to the question whether a
State may tax on-reservation oil production by nonIndian lessees has varied over the course of the past
century. At one time/ such a tax was held invalid
unless expressly authorized by Congress; more recently,
such taxes have been upheld unless expressly or
impliedly prohibited by Congress.
490 U.S. at 173 (bolded portion omitted from Conclusion of Law
number 1 ) .
The limited portion of the Court's language shows the
lower court's inattention to the state of the law in 1933, when
the Aneth Extension was added to the Reservation.

The conclusion

that state taxes on non-Indian oil and gas lessees will be upheld
unless specifically prohibited by Congress is only accurate after
the instrumentality doctrine was overruled.

As set forth above,

in 1933 the instrumentality doctrine required specific
congressional approval to tax.

The status of the instrumentality

doctrine in 1938, the point of time Cotton Petroleum was
concerned with, was far different.

490 U.S. at 182 ("By the time

the 1938 Act was enacted, however, Gillespie had been overruled
and replaced by the modern rule permitting such taxes absent
congressional disapproval.")
- 36 s:\dhb\2196

The second quotation in the lower • court's first
cone I us luti

i IIJI. i HI

LJJ

- >-IJ i manifests Congresr

permit: state taxation of non [Indian] lessees"

ni I HI r o

is also

i n c o m p l e t e a n d m. i s 1 e a ding ., T h e 1 o w e r c o u r t: erroneous 1 y a p p 1 i e d
Co11oi i Pe11 o 1 eun i s coi ic 1 usi oi i t: : a 1 1 11 I• :ii ai I 1 e a s e s .
P e t r o l e u m dealt with an Executive Order reservation...
]66

Cottoi I

4 90 U . S . at

T h e context of the selected language quoted b y the lower

court shows that the holding w a s so 1 imite 5

i90 I J S . at: 182 83

The 1927 A c t dealt only with Executive Order
re s e i vat: i• : i i s ai id w : i :i ] • :i I: i a \ e g D1; rerne

:i t: 1 I = ] e a s e s a t: ,:i s si le :i i I

C o t t o n Petroleum, absent the 1938 A c t . T h e quoted language only
r e f l e c t s the Court's conclusion that the 1938 A c t ' s general
r e p e a l e r d i d i lot ser ! e !:• : i epeal. tl: le taxatioi I |: re ; i si < DI i :i I t h e
1927 Act.2""'

Since there w a s nothing in the ] 938 A c t e x p r e s s l y

periTii tt. i ng : t proh i b:i tl ng state taxation, in the language quoted
by the lower court, the Supreme Court is simply noting that there
was no inconsistency between the 1927 and L938 Acts.
Tl le ] i Dwei : : : i n t ' = • " i: ii:i stake ,:i , s a p p a r ent f i om read :i i lg the
full q u o t e :
By the time the 1 9 3 8 A c t w a s enacted, h o w e v e r ,
G i l l e s p i e h a d b e e n overruled and replaced b y the m o d e r n
rule p e r m i t t i n g such taxes absent congressional
d i s a p p r o v a l . Thus, C o n g r e s s ' approaches to b o t h the
1927 and 193 8 A c t s w e r e fully consistent w i t h a n intent
to permit state taxation of n on [Indian] lessees,
[Footnotes omitted.]

'-'
The general repealer provision of the 1.9.38 Act repealed only those
portions of previous acts which were inconsistent with its terms.

S:\dhb\2196

490 U.S. at 182-83 (bolded portion omitted from Conclusion of Law
number 1 ) .
Accordingly, Conclusion of Law number 1 incorrectly
relies on Cotton Petroleum, a case decided 56 years after the
1933 Act was passed, by not noting the distinctions between it
and the facts of this case.

A complete reading of the Court's

opinion, when applied to the Aneth Extension lands added by the
1933 Act of Congress, does not support the granting of
defendants' motion for summary judgment.

Rather, the opinion

supports the proposition advanced by plaintiffs that the state of
the law in 1933, when combined with the lack of authorization for
state taxation in the 1933 Act, evidences Cogress' intent not to
allow taxation by Utah on those lands.
2.

The Court Below Erred in Concluding that Congress
Did Not Intend to Address State Taxation in the
1933 Act,

Two of the lower court's conclusions of law
inaccurately address the meaning of congressional silence as to
taxation in the 1933 Act.

The lower court concluded:

4.
The language, history and
contemporaneous setting of the 1933 Act show that
Congress did not intend to address in the Act the
issue of the taxability of non-Indian oil and gas
lessees on the Aneth Extension.

7.
The Court finds no ambiguity in the 1933 Act.
To read the 1933 Act as plaintiffs suggest, the Court
would have to insert in the Act the words "in lieu of
taxes on non-Indian oil and gas lessees." To do so
would change the very subject matter of the Act and go
- 38 s:\dhb\2196

b e y o n d t h e m e r e I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of a n a m b i g u i t y w h i c h ,
In a n y e v e n t , does n o t e x i s t .
T h e s e c o n c l u s i o n s of 1aw Ignore t h e i n s t r u m e n t a I i t y
d o c t r i n e a n d t h e s t a t u t o r y a n d judicial framework in w h i c h t h e
1933 A c t w a s signed.

B e c a u s e of the i n s t r u m e n t a l i t y d o c t r i n e , it

:i 3 i ] : • t i I e c e s s a r y t: • : • :i i I s e i t t: 1 I e p h i a s 2 "'"' :i i :i ] :i e i i : f t: a x e s'' t: o
c o n c l u d e that, t h e state Is p r o h i b i t e d from t a x i n g t h e n o n - I n d i a n
lessee.

T h e s i l e n c e of the 1 93 3 A c t , w h e n read in c o n t e x t of the

- A.isti i ig state of tl le ] aw,

i i istead :t .

1 le coi lclusi on 1:1 lat

the s t a t e is p r o h i b i t e d from, taxing t h e n o n - I n d i a n m i n e r a l lessee
o n I n d i a n l a n d s a d d e d b y A c t of C o n g r e s s , absent e x p r e s s
c o n g r e s s i o n a l authority

Legal c o n c l u s i o n s n u m b e r s 4 a n d 7

cannot: s u p p o r t t h e o r d e r g r a n t i n g d e f e n d a n t s m o t i o n f o r s u m m a r y
ji ldgment.
0

T h e Court B e l o w I n c o r r e c t l y C o n c l u d e d That t h e
1924 a n d 1 9 2 7 A c t s A p p l i e d to the A n e t h E x t e n s i o n .

The fifth legal c o n c l u s i o n of t h e court b e l o w p r o v i d e s :
5.
T h e 1933 A c t w a s n o t a l e a s i n g statue [si- z] .
If the leasing of lands in the A n e t h E x t e n s i o n h a d b e e n
intended w h e n the 193 3 A c t w a s passed, a n y such leasing
w o u l d have h a d to have taken place under either the
1924 A c t o r t h e 1 9 2 7 A c t , both of w h i c h authorized
t a x a 11 o n b y s t a t e s o f n o n - I n d I a n p r o d u c e r s ~:^ ~ i 1 a i i I
gas .
Legal conclusion number r- . ••

. u;

. •:

. -^

J id 1 92 ;

Acts deal only with lands "bought and paid r':r" n:.i Executive
Order reservations, respectively.
the lower court

This fact was recogni zed by

Fii iding of Fact: No, S

(I I

56 ; 1)

I he

d e t e r m i n a t i o n a s to w h e t h e r a p a r t i c u l a r Indian r e s e r v a t i o n , ~;r
- 39
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any p a r t of i t , i s covered by one of these s t a t u t e s can be
difficult.

See British-American, 299 U.S. at 164.

Here, the

lower court never made the necessary factual findings to support
t h i s l e g a l conclusion.- f
Mineral leasing on a r e s e r v a t i o n created by Act of
Congress i s not expressly governed by e i t h e r the 1924 or 1927
Acts.

The taxing provisions of the 1924 and 1927 Acts,

t h e r e f o r e , would not apply to the Aneth lands.

Furthermore, as

discussed above, the 1933 Act s p e c i f i c a l l y addressed the manner
by which Congress intended the s t a t e to recover revenue from any
o i l and gas production on the Aneth Extension by inclusion of the
r o y a l t y provision and by i t s s i l e n c e regarding t a x a t i o n .

See

Section B(3) at pp. 23 to 25, supra.
4.

The Lower Court Misunderstood the Effect of
Setting Aside the Aneth Lands For Indian Use,

Conclusion of law number 6 further r e f l e c t s the lower
c o u r t ' s misunderstanding of the law as applied to lands withdrawn
for use by Indians. The lower court concluded:
6.
The 1933 Act changed n e i t h e r the t a x a b i l i t y
of non-Indians within the Aneth Extension nor the
a l l o c a t i o n of r o y a l t i e s from production of the Aneth
Extension. I t only removed lands from the public
domain, set them aside for Indians, and imposed g r e a t e r
r e s t r i c t i o n s on the use of the 37.5% of the r o y a l t y
a l l o c a t e d to the State of Utah.
-7
Findings of fact must show t h a t the c o u r t ' s judgment l o g i c a l l y follows
from and i s supported by evidence presented. Acton v Deliran, 737 P 2d 996, <* < •
(Utah 1987)
The court i s required t o s e t f o r t h findings which are s u f f i c i e n t ,
d e t a i l e d t o d i s c l o s e the s t e p s by which the u l t i m a t e conclusion was reached
2A
Unless t h e r e are findings on a l l m a t e r i a l i s s u e s , or the f a c t s in the record are ^
c l e a r and uncontroverted t h a t t h e r e could only be a finding in favor of the judgme- reached, the court has committed r e v e r s i b l e e r r o r
Id
s \dhb\2196
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When removed from the public domain and set aside for
Indian use, the character of the land changes significantly.

As

the Tenth Circuit has noted, "public domain status and
reservation status are mutually exclusive."
Utah, 716 F.2d at 1305.

Ute Indian Tribe v.

When lands are withdrawn from the public

domain for Indian use they are no longer subject to laws
regarding public domain, such as the 1920 Act.

Haley v. Seaton,

281 F.2d at 623.
Having been so withdrawn, the State of Utah could
neither have taxed the Aneth lands nor continued to receive any
share of the royalties collected, absent express authorization
from Congress.

Thus, the lower court was incorrect in concluding

that the 1933 Act changed "neither the taxability of nonIndians . . . nor the allocation of royalties from
production . . . ."
The lower court was incorrect, or at best careless, in
concluding that the 1933 Act "only removed lands from the public
domain . . . and imposed greater restrictions on the use of the
37.5% of the royalty allocated to the State of Utah."

Rather

than comparing the Aneth lands to those in the public domain,
where states both share in the royalty and are permitted to tax,
the lower court should have compared the Aneth lands to other
lands withdrawn from the public domain for use by Indians.

Under

either the 1924 Act or the 1927 Act, the State of Utah would have
lost its right to share in the royalty entirely, but would have
- 41 s:\dhb\2l96

been entitled to tax oil and gas production.

See discussion at

pp. 15-16, supra.
Under the lower court's interpretation of the 1933 Act,
Utah stands in the unique position of being able to both tax the
oil and gas production from lands withdrawn for Indian use and
receive a share of the Indians' royalties.
5.

The Lower Court Erroneously Relied on the 1968
Amendment of the 1933 Act to Understand Congress'
Intent in 1933,

In its Conclusion of Law number 8, the lower court
determined that "[t]he amendment of the 1933 Act supports the
Court's conclusion that the 1933 Act does not preclude defendants
from imposing the Utah Taxes on plaintiffs."

The lower court was

even more explicit in its Memorandum Decision-7:
One of the very compelling reasons why the Court
has concluded that it was never Congresses' [sic]
intent to cover taxation or non-taxation in the 1933
Act of non-Indian lessees, is the fact that the Act was
amended in 196 8 and the royalty payments have been made
and the taxes have been imposed both before and after
the amendment, and there has been no effort by Congress
to change this long accepted procedure as it applies to
the Aneth addition.
Memorandum Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment at 4-5.
The lower court reads too much into the 1968 amendment.
The amendment was intended to remedy a problem Congress perceived
after determining that many of the Navajos did not reside
permanently on the Aneth lands.

Congress simply deleted the

geographic and subject matter restrictions on expenditures and
11

The Memorandum D e c i s i o n i s r e p r o d u c e d i n f u l l
-
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i n Addendum I .

substituted more general language regarding the purpose of the
expenditures.
There is no evidence that Congress even re-considered
its intent from the original 1933 legislation or that it
considered the issues of state taxation of non-Indian oil and gas
producers.

See Addendum J at Finding of Fact #11.
VII.

CONCLUSION

An understanding of both the judicial and legislative
state of the law in 1933 is essential to the correct
interpretation of the 1933 Act.

In 1933, because of the federal

instrumentality doctrine, congressional silence served to
maintain non-Indian mineral lessees' immunity from state
taxation.

Statutes providing for mineral leasing on Indian

reservations were not complete and did not cover the type of
lands involved in this case.

The express grant of taxing

authority to the states in those statutes does not help Utah in
this case.
This is not to say that the State of Utah was somehow
short-changed.

Although the 1933 Act does not provide for state

taxation, it does allocate 37^% of royalties earned from oil and
gas production to the State.

This was an entitlement not granted

to the states under the 1924 or 1927 legislation involving other
types of reservations.

From the legislative history, it was the

intended result.

- 43 s:\dhb\2196
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ADDENDUM

ADDENDUM A
Treaty Power Act of March 3, 1971

v>

THE

Mntm nt Sarp
AND

PROCLAMATIONS
OK THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
FROM DECEMBER 1869 TO MARCH 1871,
AND

TREATIES AND POSTAL CONVENTIONS
3trrangei) in ©Ijroitologiral ©rfcer anft carefulljj collated TDUI)
tlje ©riginab at 2K2a*i)ingt(m,
WITH

REFERENCES TO THE MATTER OF EACH ACT AND TO THE SUBSEQUENT
ACTS ON THE SAME SUBJECT.

EDITED

GEORGE

BY

P.

SANGER,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW

The riffbts and interest of the United States in the stereotype platet from which this work to printed are hereby recognized, acknowledged, and declared by the publisher!, according to the prorisioos of the joint resolution of Congress,
passed March 3,1846.

VOL.

XVI.

BOSTON:
LITTLE,

BROWN,

AND

1871.

COMPANY.

566
FORTT-FIRST CONGRESS.

No Indian nation or tnbe to
be recognized as
a power with
^ horn to make
tro ity
Lxistmz treaties not affected.

SESS.

HI.

Ca. 119,120.

1871.

For insurance and transportation of jroods for the Yankton-, one thousand five hundred dollars : Provided, That hereafter no Indian nation or
tribe within the territory of the United States shall be acknowledged or
recognized as an independent nation, tribe, or power with whom the
United States may contract by treaiy : Provided, further, That nothing
herein contained -hall be construed to invalidate or impair the obligation
of any treaty heretofore luwiully made and ratified with an} such Indian
nation or tribe.

ADDENDUM B
Act of February 28, 1891

THE

TATUTES AT LARGE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
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DECEMBER, 1889, TO MAfiCH, 1891,
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EDITED, PRINTED, AND PUBLI>HED BV AUTHORITY OF
COXGKE^, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
THE .SECRETARY OF STATE

VOL. XXVI.

WASHINGTON:
G O V E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE.

1891.
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February 28 W i

Allotment of land in
•eve rait j to Indians on
Indian reservations,
etc

VoL24,p388, amend-

To each located Indian one-eighth of a
section
Provisos
Allotment pro rata
if lands insufficient as
per legal subdivisions
Allotment b\ treaty
or act, not reduced

FIFTY-FIRST CONGRESS. SESS. II. CH. 382, 38J.

im.

CHAP 383 —An act to amend and further extend the benefits of the act approved February eighth, eighteen hundred and eightv-seven. entitled "An ad to
pro\ ide for the allotment of land in severalty to Indians on the various re^rvations. and to extend the protection of the la^s of the United States over the Indians,
and for other purposes.'

Be it enacted by the Striate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That section one
of the act entitled "An act to provide for the allotment of lands in
severalty to Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the
protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over
the Indians, and for other purposes/' approved February eighth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, be, and the same is hereby,
amended so as to read as follows:
" SEC. 1. That in all cases wtiere any tribe or band of Indians has
been, or shall hereafter be, located upon any reservation created for
their use, either by treaty stipulation or by virtue of an Act of
Congress or Executive order setting apart the same for their use,
the President of the United States be, and he hereby is, authorized,
whenever in his opinion any reservation, or any part thereof, of such
Indians is advantageous for agricultural or grazing purposes, to
cause said reservation, or any part thereof, to be surveyed, or resurveyed, if necessary, and to allot to each Indian located thereon oneeighth of a section of land- Provided, That in case there is not sufficient land in any of said reservations to allot lands to each individual in quantity as above provided the land m such reservation or
reservations ^liall be allotted to each individual pro rata, as near as
may be, according to legal subdivisions Provided further. That

F I F T Y - F I R S T CONGRESS.

SESS. II.

C H . 383. 1891.
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where the treaty or act of Congress setting apart such reservation
provides for the allotment of lands in severalty to certain classes in
quantity in excess of that herein provided the "President, in making
allotments upon such reservation, shall allot the land %o each individual Indian of said classes belonging thereon in quantity as specified in such treaty or act, and to other Indians belonging thereon in To other Indian*,
quantity as herein provided: Provided further, That where existing under existing
agreements or laws provide for allotments in accordance with the *ere«m«"* or iawa
provisions of said act of February eighth, eighteen hundred and v0i,M,p3S8
eighty-seven, or in quantities substantially as thereiji provided, allotments may be made in quantity as specified in this act, with the consent of the Indians, expressed in such manner as the President, in
his discretion, may require: And provided further, That when the o f f f i t S ^ f
lands allotted, or any legal subdivision thereof, are only valuable for only
or grazing
grazing purposes, such lands shall be allotted in double quantities.*'
SEC. 2. That where allotments have been made in whole or in part Existm* allotment*
upon any reservation under the provisions of said act of February au^nluied11*** to **
eighth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and the quantity of land
m such reservation is sufficient to give each member of the tribe
eighty acres, such allotments shall be revised and equalized under
the provisions of this act: Provided, That no allotment heretofore n\e&Z\\slxn* a p
approved by the Secretarv of the Interior shall be reduced in quan- KducJf o t m e m t o b e
tity.
SEC. 3. That whenever it shall be made to appear to the Secretary Leases, by s-creury
of the Interior that, by reason of age or other disability, any allottee SIR SlouSenu «hw
under the provisions of said act, or any other act or treaty can not ^£f* ^sabied from
upanc),eU!
personally and with benefit to himself occupy or improve his allotment or any part thereof the same may be leased upon such terms,
regulations and conditions as shall be prescribed by such Secretary, T e r ^ e t c
for a term not exceeding three years for farming or grazing, or ten
vears tor mining purposes: Provided, That where lands are occupied promo
by Indians who "have bought and paid for the same, and which lands
are not needed for tanning or agricultural purpose*, and are not Leases bv Indian
desired for individual allotments, tiie same may be leased by author- ^ubi^cTyanindiau
ity of the Council speaking for such Indian*, for a period not to purchasers
exceed five years for grazing, or ten years for mining purposes in
such quantities and upon such terms and conditions as the agent in Terms, etc
charge of sucli reservation may recommend, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 4. That where any Indian entitled to allotment under existing Certain Indians may
laws shall make settlement upon any surveyed or unsurveyed lands ^ a { a e nd ^ eclionof pub"
of the United States not otherwise appropriated, he or she shall be
entitled, upon application to the local land office for the district in
which the lands tire located, to have the same allotted to him or her
and to his or her children, m quantities and manner a> provided in
the foregoing section ot this amending act for Indian- residing upon
reservations-" and when Mich settlement is made upon unsurveyed
lands the grant to Mich Indian- shall be adjusted upon the snrvev of
the lands so as to conform thereto, and patents shall be issued to Patents to issue
them forsucli lands in the manner and with the restrictions provided v<.i M
. P W>
in the act to which tin- is an amendment. And the fees to which Fet^tl>b*> paid from
tbeTreasurv
tlie officers of Mich local land office would have been entitled had
such lands been entered under the general laws for the disposition of
the public lands -hall be paid to them from any moneys in the Treasury of the United State- not otherwise appropriated, upon a statement of an account in their behalf for such te^s by the Commissioner
ot the General Land ()ffice, and a certification of such account to the
Secretary of the Treasury by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEI . o. That for the purpose of determining the descent of land to Der«*rmnationofd©.
the heirs of any d»«-eased Indian under the provisions of the tifth ^ e u t etL
section of said ac:. whenever any male and female Indian shall h ive v ° l -4 p ^
co-habited together as hu-baud and wife according to the custom and

7gg
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manner of Indian life the issue of such co-habitation shall be, for
the purpose aforesaid, taken and deemed to be the legitimate issue
of the Indians so living together, and every Indian child, otherwise
illegitimate, shall for such purpose be taken and deemed to be the
Proviso*
legitimate issue of the father of such child Provided, That the proCherokee Outlet" visions of this act shall not be held or construed as to appljr to the
lands excepted
lands commonly called and known as the k% Cherokee Outlet
And
certain sacs and provided further y That no allotment of lands shall be made or annuiFoxes except^
t l e s Q£ m o n e ^ p a K i to any of the Sac and Fox of the Missouri Indians
who were not enrolled as membeis of said tribe on January fiist,
pending right* etc f eighteen hundrefl and ninety, but this shall not be held to impair
unimpaired
o r otherwise affect the rights or equities of any oerson whose claim
to membership in said tribe is now pending and being investigated
Approved, February 28, 1891.
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PART 1

WASHINGTON
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
1921

34

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRES&

SESS.

I . CHS. 4, 5. 1919.

Tk a t ^ ^ ^ locations, under the terms of this section, may be
made on unallotted lands within Indian reservations by Indians who
have heretofore or may hereafter be declared by the Secretary of the
Leasesallowed.
Interior to be competent to manage their own affairs; and the said
Secretary is hereby authorized and empowered to lease such lands
to such Indians in accordance with the pro visions' of this section:
smother Indians. Provided^ That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized to ,permit other Indians to make locations and obtain
leases under tne provisions of this section, under such rules and
regulations afl he may prescribe in regard to the working, developing, disposition, and selling of the products, and the disposition of
the proceeds thereof of any such mine by such Indians.
r^rVaTlSfhlfelffS
S E C 27. That hereafter no pubhc lands of the United States shall
except
by
act
o/conbe
withdrawn by Executive Order, proclamation, or otherwise, for
gres3,
or as an Indian reservation except by act of Congress.
i S v e S ^ r f of, by SEC. 28. That during this Congress those members of the CornIndian11 Afl^^uthcS
E&ittee on Indian Affairs of the House of Representatives, not less
,au
ued*
°r* than five in number, who are Members of the Sixty-sixth Congress,
are authorized to conduct hearings and investigate the conduct of
the Indian Service, at Washington, District of Columbia, and elseAppropriation ior w h e r e j and the sum of $15,000, or so much thereof as m a v be necessary,
expenses.
^ ^ e immediately available, is hereby appropriated for expenses
Powen conferred, incident thereto. The said committee is nerebv authorized and
empowered to examine into the conduct and management of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and all its branches and agencies, their
organization and administration, to examine all books, documents,
and papers in t h e said Bureau of Indian Affairs, its branches or
agencies, relating to the administration of the business of said bureau,
and shall have and is hereby granted authority to subpoena witnesses,
compel their attendance, administer oaths, and to demand any a n a
all books, documents, and papers of whatever nature relating to
the affairs of Indians as conducted by said bureau, its branches, and
ance nca ' €t °' ** agencies. Said committee is hereby authorized to employ such
clerical and other assistance, including stenographers, as said comprovtso.
mittee m a y deem necesssary in the proper prosecution of its work:
pay to stenograph- Provided, That stenographers so employed snail not receive for their
crs
'
services exceeding $1 per printed page.
Approved, June 30, 1919.
tenfSdS^Sw^T"
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WASHINGTON
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SIXTY-SIXTH CONGBESS. SESS. II. CH 8 . 83-85. 1920.

be empowered to change the names of vessels of the United States
on application of the owner or owners of such vessels when in his
judgment there shall be sufficient cause for so# doing.
SEC. 2. That the Commissioner of Navigation, with the approval Rules, etc., to be
of the Secretary of Commerce, shall establish such rules and regula- established.
tions and procure such evidence as to age, condition, where built,
and pecuniary liability of the vessel as he may deem necessary to
prevent injury to public or private interests; and when permission Publication of orders.
is granted by the Commissioner of Navigation, he shall cause the
order for the change of name to be published at least in four issues
in some daily or weekly paper at the place of documentation, and
the cost of procuring eviaence and advertising the change of name
to be paid by the person or persons desiring such change of name.
SEC. 3, Tnat for the privilege of securing such changes of name Fees to be paid,
the following fees shall be paid Dy the owners of vessels to collectors
of customs, to be deposited in the Treasury by such collectors as
navigation fees: For vessels ninety-nine gross tons and under, S10;
for vessels one hundred gross tons and up to and including four
hundred and ninety-nine gross tons, $25; for vessels five hundred
gross tons and up to and including nine hundred and ninety-nine
gross tons, $50; for vessels one thousand gross tons and up to and
including four thousand nine hundred ana ninety-nine gross tons,
$75; for vessels five thousand gross tons and over, $100.
law s repealed.
SEC. 4. That sections 1 and 2 of the Act of March 2, 1881, entitled Former
\ oi : i , p. 377, Vol.
119.
"An Act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to change the ^ P
name of vessels under certain circumstances," and section 5 of the
Act of July 5, 1884, entitled "An Act to constitute a Bureau of
Navigation in the Treasury Department," are hereby repealed.
SEC. 5. That this Act shall take effect thirty days after its passage, day?!**1™ thirty
Approved, February 19, 1920.
February 21,1920.

CHAP. 84.—An Act To grant the consent of Congress to the Alfords Bridge Com- — (3 3722j
pany to construct a bridge across the Savannah River.
[Public, No. 145.]

Be it enacted by the Seriate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress AlSdsBndge^omis hereby granted to the Alfords Bridge Company, a partnership to ^ jlleys
^ fFerry,
^ r Ga.
~d g e
be composed of the following members, namely: A. N. Alford^ H. I.
Alford, and H. B. Alford, of Hart County, Georgia, and their successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and
approaches thereto across the Savannah River at a point suitable to
tne interests of navigation, at or near Haileys Ferry, in the county
of Hart. State of Georgia, on the west, and tne county of Anderson,
State ol South Carolina, on the east, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of Construction.
Vol. 34, p. S4.
bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February 21, 1920.
CHAP. 85.—An Act To promote the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale,
gas, and sodium on the public domain.

h 2775)
[i'ubiic, -No 14b I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedPublic lands.
States of America in Congress assembled, That deposits of coal, phosNonmctalUc mineral
phate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas, and lands containing such deposits d ^po^oi, to Cutowned by the United States, including those in national forests, *enLand>
> etcexcluded
but excluding lands acquired under the Act known as the Appa- Vol
3> p %1

438

SIXTY-SIXTH CONGRESS. «

a

Ca. 85. 1920.

i a l i a Q n f i n 0 ^ e S t ^K t , a P.P r o v " d M f c h 1. 1911 (Thirty-sixth Statutes,
page 961) and those in national parks, and in lands withdrawn or
reserved for mihtary or naval uses or purposes, except as hereinafter provided shaJll)e subject to disposition in tile form and manner
provided b y this Act to citizens of th<* United States, or to any
co^etc^tomunic- tassociation
of such persons or to any corporation organized under
h
pro*™.
* l a w i o f the United States or of any State or T e m t o r y thereof,
^ 7 production ^ J * m * £ e c a f °TfTc?al> ° 3 o l 1 s h a l e > o r S**, to municipalities: Provided, That the United States reserves the right to extract helium
from all gas produced from lands permitted, leased, or otherwise
granted under the provisions of this Act, tinder such rules and
regulations as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interioru Not to delay gas dc- Provided further, That in the extraction of helium from gas produced
from sucn lands, it shall be so extracted as to cause no substantial
delay in the delivery of gas produced from the well to the purchaser
•tn(SSfn,nterestere" t b e r e o f : ^ ^ premised further, That citizens of another country,
the laws, customs, or regulations of which, deny similar or like
privileges to citizens or corporations of this country, shall not by
stock ownership, stock holding, or stock control, own any interest
in any lease acquired under the provisions of this Act.
Coal lands.
COAL.

S E C . 2. T h a t the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to, and
upon the petition of any qualified applicant shall, divide any of
the coal lands or the deposits of coal, classified and unclassified,
voT^.exC74ided' pitted b y ti16 United States, outside of the Territory of Alaska,
o.38,p. .
j ^ ^ j e a s l n g ^ a c t s of forty acres each, or multiples thereof, and in
such form as, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, will
permit the most economical mining of the coal in such tracts, b u t
m no case exceeding two thousand five hundred and sixty acres
0
q
appu«nta for S^^ ^ eLDJ o n e basing tract, and thereafter the Secretary of the Interior
shall, in his discretion, upon the request of any qualified applicant
or on his own motion, from time to time, offer such lands or deposits
Promos
°* coa * * or l e ^ ^ g ' ^ d sh^U award leases thereon b y competitive
Rights of present bidding or by such other methods as he m a y by general regulaciaunants.
^ions a dopt, to any aualified applicant: Provided, That the Secretary
is hereby authorized^ in awarding leases for coal lands heretofore
improvea and occupied or claimed in good faith, to consider and
recognize equitable rights of such occupants or claimants: Provided
Prospectingpermitsfurther, T h a t where prospecting or exploratory work is necessary
for undeveloped lands. to determine the existence or workability of coal deposits in any
unclaimed, undeveloped area, the Secretary of the Interior may
issue, to applicants qualified under this Act, prospecting permits
Lease on discovery. for a ^ ^ 0 f ^ w o years, for not exceeding two thousand five himdred
and sixty acres; and if within said period of two years thereafter,
the permittee shows to the Secretary t h a t the land contains coal
in commercial quantities, the permittee shall be entitled to a lea>e
Public
notice
to
be
under this Act for all or part of the land in his permit: And provided
^ven.
further, T h a t no lease of coal under this Act shall be approved or
issued until after notice of the proposed lease, or offering for lea>e,
has been given for thirty days in a newspaper of general circulation
in the county in which the lands or deposits are situated: And proT 14
leasing tracts.

Limitation on leases

to railroads.

. 7 -, -

J

tl

rru

x

x*

A*

vided further, T h a t no company or corporation operating a common
carrier railroad shall be given or hold a permit or lease under the
provisions of this Act for any coal deposits except for its own u-e
or railroad purposes; and such limitations of use shall be expressed
in all permits and leases issued to such companies or corporation*,
and no such company or corporation shall receive or hold more than
one permit or lease for each two hundred miles of its railroad line
within the State in which said property is situated, e x c l u d e <f
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spurs or switches and exclusive of branch lines built to connect the
leased coal with the railroad, and also exclusive of parts of the
railroad operated mainlv by power produced otherwise than by S h o r t r o a d s
steam: And provided further, That nothing herein shall preclude
^
'
such a railroad of less than two hundred miles in length from securing
and holding one permit or lease hereunder.
#
Additional co
SEC. 3. T h a t a n y person, association, or corporation holding a 8C€S
ous lands allowed ieslease of coal lands or coal deposits under this Act m a y , with the '
approval of the Secretary of t h e Interior, upon a finding b y him
t h a t it will be for the advantage of the lessee a n d the United States,
secure modifications of his or its original lease b y including additional coal lands or coal deposits contiguous to those embraced in LImit
such lease, b u t in n o event shall the total area embraced in such
modified lease exceed in the aggregate two thousand five hundred
^C

^

SSI*?-

••*

*

U

•

k

1

•

*V C

Additional tract* on

SEC. 4. T h a t upon satisfactory showing b y any lessee to the Secre- exhaustion of depaats.
tary of the Interior t h a t all of the workable deposits of coal within
a tract covered b y his or its lease will be exhausted, worked out, or
removed within tnree years thereafter, the Secretary of the Interior
may, within his discretion, lease to such lessee an additional tract of
land or coal deposits, which, including the coal area remaining in the
t,6tc
existing lease, shall not exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty
*
acres, through the same procedure and under the same conditions
as in case of an original lease.
consolidation
S E C . 5. T h a t if, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior, nutted leaseholders!6
the public interest will be subserved thereby, lessees holding under
lease areas not exceeding the maximum permitted under this A c t
may consolidate their leases through the surrender of the original
leases and the inclusion of such areas in a new lease of not to exceed
two thousand five hundred and sixtv acres of contiguous lands.
SEC. 6. T h a t where coal or phosphate lands aggregating two thou- corneous11 wain°or
sand five hundred and sixty acres and subject to lease hereunder do p^paate tracts.
not exist as contiguous areas, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, if, in his opinion the interests of the public and of the lessee will
be thereby subserved, to embrace in a single lease noncontiguous
tracts which can be operated as a single mine or unit.
Rovaities payable to
SEC. 7. T h a t for the privilege of mining or extracting the coal in be specified m'lease.
the lands covered by the lease the lessee shall pay to the Lnited States
such royalties as m a y be specified in the lease, which shall be fixed in
advance of offering the same, and which shall n o t be less than 5 cents
per ton of two thousand pounds, due and payable at the end of each
third month succeeding that of the extraction of the coal from the AnnuaX rentaL
mine, and a n annual rental, payable a t t h e date of such lease and
annually thereafter, on the lands or coal deposits covered by such
lease, at such rate as may be fixed b y the Secretary of the Interior
prior to offering the same, which shall n o t be less than 25 cents per
acre for the first year thereafter, not less t h a n 50 cents per acre for
the second, third, fourth, and fifth years, respectively, and not less
than $1 per acre for each and every year thereafter during the con- credited against roytinuance of the lease, except that such rental for any year shall be aities.
c e(
Period indetermi£ ^ d against the royalties as they accrue for that year. Leases nate.
shall be for indeterminate periods upon condition of diligent develop- _CoQditioIls
.
ment and continued operation of the mine or mines, except when
such operation shall be interrupted by strikes, the elements, or casualtiesnot f attributable to the lessee, and upon the further condition
t n a t at the end of each twenty-year period succeeding the date of the
Justment of
lease such readjustment of terms and conditions may be made as the te™esadJ
secretary ot the Interior may determine, unless otherwise provided Pr .
by law at the tune of the expiration of such periods: Provided, That Annual' advance
the Secretary of the Interior may, if in his judgment the public inter- £ ^ \ g L £
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est will be subserved thereby, in lieu of the provision herein contained
requiring continuous operation of the mine or mines, provide in the
lease for the payment of an annual advance royalty upon a minimum
suspension of opera- number of tons of coal, which in no case shall aggregate less than the
tion, to avert loss, amount of rentals herein provided for: Provided further, That the
Secretary of the Interior may permit suspension of operation under
such lease for not to exceed six months at any one time when market
Limited licenses for c o n c ^ions a r e s u c ^ thht the lease ? a n n°t be operated except at a loss.
mmmu for domestic
S E C . 8. T h a t in order to provide for the supply of strictly local
u es, without rojaut domestic needs for fuel, the Secretary of the Interior may, under such
rules and regulations as he may prescribe in advance, issue limited
licenses or permits to individuals or associations of individuals to
prospect for, mine, and take for their use but not for sale, coal from
thee public
lands without payment of royalty for the coal mined or
PTomsot.
^ ^ an .d occupied, on such conditions not inconsistent with this Act
corporationsexciud- as in his opinion will safeguard t h e public interests: Provided, T h a t
ed
Areas to municipal!- ^ privilege shall n o t extend t o a n y corporations: Provided further,
ties for household use T h a t in the case of municipal corporations the Secretary of the I n t e wi out pro t.
igs u e suc\1 limited license or permit, for n o t to exceed three
rjQr m
hundred and twenty acres for a municipality of less than one hundred
thousand population, and not to exceed one thousand two hundred
and eighty acres for a municipality of not less than one hundred thousand and not more than one hundred and fifty thousand population;
and not to exceed two thousand five hundred and sixty acres for a
municipality of one hundred and fifty thousand population or more,
the land to be selected within the State wherein the municipal applicant may be located, upon condition t h a t such municipal corporations
will mine the coal therein under proper conditions and dispose of the
same
snowed holders
of
without profit to residents of such municipality for household
other°ieases. e ° use: A rid prowied further, T h a t the acquisition or holding of a lease
under the preceding sections of this Act shall be no b a r to the holding
of such tract or operation of such mine under said limited license.
Phosphate deposits.

PHOSPHATES.

S E C . 9. T h a t the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
lease to any applicant qualified under this Act any lands belonging
to the United otates containing deposits of phosphates, under such
restrictions and upon such terms as are herein specified, through
advertisement, competitive bidding, or such other methods as tne
Extent oi area.
Secretary of the Interior may b y general regulation adopt.
SEC. 10. T h a t each lease shall t>e for not to exceed two thousand
Payment for sur- ^ v e hundred and sixty acres of land t o be described b y the legal subveys.
divisions of the public land survey*, if surveyed; if unsurveyed, to
be surveyed b y the Government a t t h e expense of the applicant for
lease, in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed oy the Serretary of the Interior and the lands leased shall be conformed to and
taken in accordance with t h e legal subdivisions of such survey;
deposits made to cover expense of surveys shall be deemed appropriated
for t h a t puipose; a n d a n y excess deposits shall be repaid to
Proviso
^ e P e r s o n > association, or corporation making such deposits or their
Form of holding,
legal representatives: Provided, T h a t the land embraced in any one
lease shall be in compact form, t h e length of which shall n o t exceed
Royaitiestobesped. two and one half times its width.
fled in the lease.
SEC. 11. That for t h e privilege of mining or extracting t h e phosphates or phosphate rock covered b y the lease the lessee snail p a y t o
the United States such royalties as may be specified in t h e lease,
which shall be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior in advance of
offering the same, whicfi shall be not less than 2 per centum of the gross
value of the output of phosphates or phosphate rock at the mine,
Amount on output. due and payable at the end of each third month succeeding that of

lands containing.
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the sale or other disposition of the phosphates or phosphate rock,
and an annual rental payable at the date of such lease and annually vnn^i rental
thereafter on the area covered by such lease at such rate as may be
fixed by the Secretary of the Interior prior to offering the lease,
which shall be not less than 25 cents ner acre for the first year thereafter, 50 cents per acre for the secona, third, fourth, and fifth years,
respectively, and SI per acre for each and every year thereafter
during the continuance of the lease, except that such rental for any ag^talro>Caitic^uc d
year shall be credited against the royalties as they accrue for that Penod m d n e r m i .
year. Leases shall be for indeterminate periods upon condition of a nnte
minimum annual production, except when operation shall be inter- CondltloIlsrupted by strikes, the elements, or casualties not attributable to the
lessee, and upon the further condition that at the end of each twentyyear period succeeding the date of the lease such readjustment of
terms and conditions snail be made as the Secretary of the Interior
shall determine unless otherwise provided by law at the time of the Promo
expiration of such periods: Provided, That tlie Secretary of the Inte- Temporary suspenrior may permit suspension of operation under such lease for not ^°m loa?.1*™*10118 t0
exceeding twelve months at any one time when market conditions
are such that the lease can not be operated except at a loss.
Surface ^ ^ f
SEC. 12. That any qualified applicant to whom the Secretary of de\eiopmem wor£,
the Interior may grant a lease to develop and extract phosphates, e t c ' a lowed'
or phosphate rock, under the provisions of tiiis Act shall have the right
to use so much of the surface of unappropriated and unentered lands,
not exceeding forty acres, as may be determined by the wSecretary of
the Interior to be necessary for tne proper prospecting for or development, extraction, treatment, and removal of such mineral deposits.
OIL AND GAS.

Oil and gas deposits.

SEC. 13. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, ^xc£^Zta
^ ^
under such necessary and proper rules and regulations as he may tnonzed.
prescribe, to grant to any applicant qualified under this Act a prospecting permit, which shall give the exclusive right, for a period not
exceeding two years, to prospect for oil or gas upon not to exceed
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of land wherein such
deposits belong to the United States and are not within any known Not Wlihm tn0Vm
geological structure of a producing oil or gas field upon condition producing field*.
that the permittee shall begin drilling operations within six months
from the date of the permit, and shall, within one year from and after Dnllm condltiorig
g con
ons
the date of permit, drill one or more wells for oil or gas to a depth of
'
not less than five hundred feet each, unless valuable deposits of oil
or gas shall be sooner discovered, and shall, within two years from
date of the permit, drill for oil or gas to an aggregate depth of not
less than two thousand feet unless valuable deposits of oil or gas x ^ extension of
shall be sooner discovered. The Secretary of the Interior may, if he permits.
shall find that the permittee has been unable with the exercise of
diligence to test the land in the time granted by the permit, extend
any such permit for such time, not exceeding two years, and upon j ^ ^
such conditions as he shall prescribe. Whether the lands sought i n On surveyed lands.
any such application and permit are surveyed or unsurveyed the
applicant shall, prior to filing his application for permit, locate such
lands in a reasonably compact form and according to tne legal subdivisions of tETpubtic land surveys if the land be surveyed; and in cauon?oreu^ul?ePyid
an am>roximately square or rectangular tract if the land be an u n s u r - l ^ ^
veyed tract, the length of whichskall not exceed two and one-half
times its width, and if he shall cause to be erected upon the land for
which a permit is sought a monument not less than four feet high,
at some conspicuous place thereon, and shall post a notice in writing
on or near said monument, stating that an application for permit
will be made within thirty days after date of posting said notice, the
442bl°—21
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name of the applicant, the date of the notice, and such a general description of the land to be covered by such permit by reference to courses
and distances from such monument and such other natural objects
issue of permit.
and # permanent monuments as will reasonably identify the land,
stating the amount thereof in acres, he shall during tne period of
thirty days following such marking and posting, be entitled to a
comer marks, etc., preference right over others to a permit for the land so identified,
on reserved track
The applicant shall, within ninety days after receiving a permit,
mark each of the corners of the tract described in the permit upon
the ground with substantial monuments, so that the boundaries can
Proviso
^ e r e a < ^ y t r a c e d on the ground, and shall post in a conspicuous place
Drilling periods, etc., upon the lands a notice that such permit has been granted and a
inAiasia.
description of the lands covered thereby: Provided, That in the
Territory of Alaska prospecting permits not more than five in number
may be granted to any qualified applicant for periods not exceeding
four years, actual drilling operations shall begin within two vears
from date of permit, and oil and gas wells shall be drilled to a depth
of not less than five hundred feet, unless valuable deposits of oil or
gas shall be sooner discovered, within three years from date of the
permit and to an aggregate depth of not less than two thousand foot
Prefer n t fl ti u n ^ e s s valuable deposits of oil or gas shall be sooner discovered, within
catorre!rence °
four years from date of permit: Provided further, That in said Territory the applicant shall have a preference right over others to a permit
for land identified by temporary monuments and notice posted on or
near the same for six months following such marking and posting,
and upon receiving a permit he shall mark the corners of trie tract
described in the permit upon the ground with substantial monuments
within one year after receiving such permit.
onId^ovl?y.pennittec
SEC. 14. That upon establishing to the satisfaction of the Secretary
Limit
of the Interior that valuable deposits of oil or gas have been discovered within the limits of the land embraced in any permit, the perProvisos
m i t t e e shall b e entitled to a lease for one-fourth of t h e l a n d embraced
Minimum.
in t h e prospecting p e r m i t : Provided., T h a t t h e p e r m i t t e e shall b e
.
g r a n t e d a lease for as m u c h as one h u n d r e d a n d s i x t y acres of said
k^ection of surveyed J ^ j ^ j£ there b e t h a t n u m b e r of acres within t h e permit. T h e area
t o b e selected b v t h e p e r m i t t e e , shall be in c o m p a c t form a n d , if
surveyed, to b e described b y t h e legal subdivisions of t h e public-land
cant^o^y for^sur" s u r v e y s ; if unsurveyed, to b e s u r v e y e d b y t h e G o v e r n m e n t a t t h e
veying.
expense of t h e applicant for lease in accordance w i t h rules a n d regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and the lands
leased shall be conformed to and taken in accordance with the legal
subdivisions of such surveys; deposits made to cover expense of
surveys shall be deemed appropriated for that purpose, and any
excess deposits may be repaid to the person or persons making sucn
renta?' royalt7 ' and deposit or their legal representatives. Such leases shall be for a
term of twenty years upon a royalty of 5 per centum in amount or
value of the production and the annual payment in advance of a
R wai
rental of $1 per acre, the rental paid for any one year to be credited
p!S?p.443.
against the royalties as they accrue for that year, with the right of
m^dexeorproL°icted renewal as prescribed in section 17 hereof. The permittee shall al>o
area. m
be entitled to a preference right to a lease for the remainder of the
^Minimum roy ty, ^ ^ ^ ^ prospecting permit at a royalty of not less than 12^ ner
centum in amount or value of the production, and under such other
conditions as are fixed for oil or gas leases in this Act, the royalty to
BiSSSg condition, be determined by competitive bidding or fixed by such other method
as the Secretary may by regulations prescribe: Provided, That the
Payment for product Secretary shalf have the right to reject any or all bids,
secured before apply- SEC. 15. That until the permittee shall apply for lease to the one
mg for lease.
quarter of the permit area heretofore provided for he shall pay TO
the United States 20 per centum of the gross value of all oil or ';a-
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secured by him from the lands embraced within his permit and sold
or otherwise disposed of or held by him for sale or other disposition.
SEC. 16. That all permits and leasee of lands containing oil or gas, rUHng re5triction4
made or issued under the provisions of this Act, shall be subject to
the condition that no wells shall be drilled within two hundred feet of
any of the outer boundaries of the lands so permitted or leased, unless
the adjoining lands have been patented or the title thereto otherwise rrovcmlon
ofwaste
vested in private owners, and to the further condition that the per- etc.rcveI1 °D° wastc'
mittee or lessee will, in conducting his explorations and mining operations, use all reasonable precautions to prevent waste of oil or gas
developed in the land, or the entrance of water through wells drilled
by him to the oil sands or oil-bearing strata, to the destruction or
injury of the oil deposits. Violations of the provisions of this section tio^srfclture for vloIa"
shall constitute grounds for the forfeiture ot the permit or lease, to
be enforced through appropriate proceedings in courts of competent
jurisdiction.
<
IifMM of llJnprr(>
SEC. 17. That all unappropriated deposits of oil or gas situated p n a ^ denpoM
Um
within the known geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field %Qi°h. produCin s
and the unentered lands containing the same, not subject to preferential lease, may bo leased by the Secretary of the Interior to the competitive hd.
highest responsible bidder by competitive bidding under general ding.
regulations to qualified applicants in areas not exceeding six hundred rcas imiied
and forty acres and in tracts which shall not exceed in length two '
and one-naif times their width, such leases to be conditioned upon the pavment of borus
payment by the lessee of such bonus as may be accepted and of such roj aities, andrental.'
royalty as may be fixed in the lease, which shall not be less than 12J
per centum in amount or value of the production, and the payment
in advance of a rental of not less than $1 per acre per annum thereafter during the continuance of the lease, tne rental paid for any one
year to be credited against the royalties as they accrue for that year. Period 0f leasee reLeases shall be for a period of twenty years, with the preferential ncwaisright in the lessee to renew the same for successive periods of ten years
upon such reasonable terms and conditions as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior, unless otherwise provided bylaw at the Reductlon , r ty
time of the expiration of such periods. Whenever the average daily forsmaiiproducuon!
roduction of any oil well shall not exceed ten barrels per day, the
ecretary of the Interior is authorized to reduce the royalty on future
production when in his judgment the wells can not be successfully Applicable to an
operated upon the royalty fixed in the lease. The provisions of this ]csscsparagraph shall apply to all oil and gas leases made under this Act. l a withdrawn oil or gw
SEC. 18. That upon relinquishment to the United States, filed in ^ a e s onsurrenjer
the General Land Office within six months after the approval of this ofnghts/etc.,8^^
Act, of all right, title, and interest claimed and possessed prior to wells
SS? luSSn^pnSJJlSf
July 3, 1910, and continuously since by the claimant or his prede- cessor in interest under the preexisting placer mining law to any oil
or gas bearing land upon wnich there has been drilled one or more
oil or gas wells to discovery embraced in the Executive order of
withdrawal issued September 27, 1909, and not within any naval duced
Payment for 01' rropetroleum reserve, and upon payment as royalty to the L^niteS States
*
of an amount equal to the value at the time of production of one-eighth
of all^the oil or gas already produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the claim, or unavoidably lost, from such land,
the claimant, or his successor, if in possession of such land, undisputed by any other claimant prior to July 1, 1919, shall be entitled aItyPenod of ]tJ.< ro to a lease thereon from the united States for a period of twenty "
years, at a royalty of not less than 12^ per centum of all the oil or rot
gas produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the { "^.td
claim, or unavoidably lost: Provided, That not more than one-half claimant.
of the area, but in no case to exceed three thousand two hundred
acres, within the geologic oil or gas structure of a producing oil or
gas field shall bo leased to any one claimant under the provision of

P
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this section when the area of such geologic oil structure exceeds
hundred a n ( j f or ty acres. Any claimant or his successor, subject
to this limitation, shall, however, n ave the right to select and receive
the lease as in this section provided for that portion of his claim or
claims eaual to, but not in excess of, said one-half of the area of
such geologic oil structure, but not more than three thousand two
hundred acres.
bo^rSmS' e t °' t 0 All such leases shall be made a n d the amount of royalty to be
paid for oil a n d gas produced, except oil or gas used for production
purposes on t h e claim, or unavoidably lost, after t h e execution of
such lease shall be fixed b v the Secretary of t h e Interior under
Provis09
Naval
petroleum
ro-appropriate
rules and regulations: Provided, however. T h a t as t o
E . l e a s i n g re5tnc" ail like claims situate within a n v naval petroleum reserve the producing wells thereon only shall be leasee!, together with a n area of
land sufficient for the operation thereof, upon the terms and payment of rovalties for past a n d future production as herein provided
for in t h e leasing of claims. No wells shall be drilled in the land
subject
to this provision within six hundred and sixty feet of a n y
ofcSm. °f rcmalnier such leaded well without t h e consent of the lessee: Provided, however,
That t h e President may, in his discretion, lease t h e remainder or
any part of any such claim upon which such wells have been drilled,
an
Additional dniim
^ i n ^ 0 e v e n ^ °^ s u c ^ l e a s i n & s a i d claimant or his successor shall
mg
permuted.
" have a preference right to such lease: And provided further, T h a t he
may permit t h e drilling of additional wells b y t h e claimant or his
successor within t h e limited area of six hundred a n d sixty feet
theretofore provided for upon such terms and conditions as he
may
prescribe.
fra^d!®0*8 barred by ^NO claimant for a lease who has been guilty of a n y fraud or who
had knowledge or reasonable grounds to know of a n y fraud, or who
has n o t acted honestly and in good faith, shall be entitled to a n y of
the benefits of this section.
in^oVf^Sd siiETcm Upon t h e delivery and acceptance of the lease, as in this section
acceptance of leases, provided, all suits brought b y the Government affecting such
lands m a y be settled and adjusted in accordance herewith and all
vol.*36|p! 1015.
moneys impounded in such suits or under the Act entitled " A n Act
to amend an A c t entitled 'An Act to protect t h e locators in good
faith of oil and gas lands who shall have effected an actual discovery
of oil or gas on t h e public lands of the United States, or their successors in interest/ approved March 2, 1911," approved August 25,
toI£poUdded moneys 1 9 1 4 (Thirty-eighth Statutes a t Large, page 708), shall b e paid over
°con^cuag claim- to t h e parties entitled thereto. I n case of conflicting claimants for
"Meet ofiea«*.
leases under this section, t h e Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to grant leases t o one or more of them as shall be deemed just. All
leases hereunder shall inure to the benefit of the claimant and all
persons claiming through or under him by lease, contract, or otherwise, as their interests m a y appear, subject, however, t o t h e same
limitation as t o area and acreage as is provided for claimant in this
R^Sictlon on inter- section: Provided, T h a t no claimant acquiring a n y interest in such
eats acquired trom lands since September 1, 1919, from a claimant on or since said date
more
than ma^nmum claiming or holding more than the maximum allowed claimant under
area
this section shall secure a lease thereon or a n y interest therein, b u t
the inhibition of this proviso shall not apply to an exchange of any
E
*»p on.
interest in such lands made prior to the 1st day of January, 1920,
which
did n o t increase or reduce the area or acreage held or claimed
Area restricted
^ e x c e s s °f s a ^ maximum b y either party to the exchange: Pron
™*
"
vided further, T h a t no lease or leases under this section shall be
granted, n o r shall a n y interest therein, inure to any person, association, or corporation for a greater aggregate area or acreage than
the maximum in this section provided tor.
,
exist
in^°iy^ g£fml ' S E C . 18a. T h a t whenever t h e validity of any gas or petroleum
placer claim under preexisting law to land embraced in the Executive
seicctionaiiowed.
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order of withdrawal issued September 27. 1909, has been or may
hereafter be drawn in question on behalf of the United States in any
departmental or judicial proceedings, the President is hereby authorized at any time within twelve months after the approval of this
Act to direct the compromise and settlement of any such controversy
upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon, to be carried ticSl™ "* °°
out by an exchange or division of land or division of the proceeds of
operation.
SEC. 19. That any person who on October 1, 1919, was a bona fide w&d»riS! ^ not
occupant or claimant of oil or gas lands under a claim initiated while • ^ s * * ^ permit*
, *\

,

.

... j

°

-

.,

1

..

j

t

to valid claimants not

such lands were not withdrawn from oil or gas location and entry, making discovery,
and who had previously performed all acts under then existing laws
necessary to valid locations thereof except to make discovery, and
upon which discovery had not been made prior to the passage of this Prior work requirc(L
Act, and who has performed work or expended on or Tor the benefit
of such locations an amount equal in the aggregate of $250 for each
location if application therefor shall be made within six months from
the passage oi this Act shall be entitled to prospecting permits thereon
upon the same terms and conditions, ana limitations as to acreage,
as other permits provided for in this Act, or where anv such person
has heretofore made such discovery, he shall be entitled to a lease j£™* lf discovery
thereon under such terms as the Secretary of the Interior may pre- ProrMO#
scribe unless otherwise provided for in section 18 hereof: Provided, duan
Ro>altv, if in proThat where such prospecting permit is granted upon land within any
«fieldsknown geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field, the royalty
to be fixed m any lease thereafter granted thereon or any portion
thereof shall be not less than 12J per centum of all the oil or gas produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the claim, or aval ]&ndB exclad
unavoidably lost: Provided, however, That the provisions of this ed ?
"
section shall not apply to lands reserved for the use of the Navy: Benenta balTed6 b y
Provided. Twwever, Tnat no claimant for a permit or lease who has
fraud.
been guilty of any fraud or who had knowledge or reasonable grounds
to know of any fraud, or who has not acted honestly and m good
faith, shall be entitled to any of the benefits of this section.
persons entitled to
All pe aiits or leases hereunder shall inure to the benefit of the permits.
claimanj and all persons claiming through or under him by lease,
contract, or otherwise, as their interests may appear.
Agricultural entrySEC. 20. In the case of lands bona fide entered as agricultural, men on reserved landsand not withdrawn or classified as mineral at the time of entry, but for^mft^an^iea^;
not including lands claimed under any railroad grant, the entryman ond^covery.
or patentee, or assigns, where assignment was made prior to January
1.1918, if the entry has been patented with the mineral right reserved,
snail be entitled to a preference right to a permit and to a lease, as ( ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ per.
herein provided, in case of discovery; and within an area not greater mitted.
than a township such entryman and patentees, or assigns holding
restricted patents may combine their holdings, not to exceed two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres for the purpose of making Royalties.
joint application. Leases executed under this section and embracing only lands so entered shall provide for the payment of a royalty
of not less than 12$ per centum as to such areas within the permit
as may not be included within the discovery lease to which the per- Anu,p.n2.
mittee is entitled under section 14 hereof.
OIL SHALE.

Oil shale deposits.

SEC. 21. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to laiSSSSSSg'6*1 *
lease to any person or corporation qualified under this Act any deposits
of oil shale belonging to the United States and the surface of so much
of the public lands containing such deposits, or land adjacent thereto,
as may be required for the extraction and reduction of the leased
minerals, under such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with this
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Are3 limited

Act, as he may prescribe; that no lease hereunder shall exceed five
thousand one hundred and twenty acres of land, to be described bv
the legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys, or if unsurveyed, to
be surveyed by the United States, at the expense of the applicant' in
accordance with regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary' of
tio^fofiea^ condl" t l i e I n . t e r i ° r - Leases m a y be for indeterminate periods, upon such
conditions as m a y be imposed b y the Secretary of the Interior, including covenants relative to methods of mining, prevention of waste, and
^Royalties and rent- productive development. F o r t h e privilege of mining, e x t r a c t i n g
and disposing of the oil or other minerals covered b y a lease under this
section the lassee shall pay t o the United States such royalties as shall
be specified in the lease and an annual rental, payable a t the beginning
of each year, a t the rate of 50 cents per acre per annum, for the lands
included in t h e lease, the rental paia for a n y one year to be credited
against t h e royalties accruing for t h a t year; such royalties t o be subject to readjustment a t t h e end of each twenty-year period by t h e
Discr"tionar waiv Secretary of the Interior: Provided, T h a t for the purpose of encouraging of royalties,
ing the production of petroleum products from shales t h e Secretary
may, in nis discretion, waive t h e p a y m e n t of any rovalty and rental
rehnqlStog^^rm^
during t h e first five years of any lease: Provided, T h a t any person
ri hts
g having a valid claim to such minerals under existing laws on January 1,
1919, shall, upon t h e relinquishment of such claim, b e entitled to a
lease under t h e provisions of this section for such area of the land relinquished as shall n o t exceed t h e m a x i m u m area authorized by this
section t o b e leased to an individual or corporation: Provided, howfrrudneflts barred by everT> That no claimant for a lease who has been guilty of any fraud or
w ho had knowledge or reasonable grounds to know of any fraud, or
who
has not acted honestly and in good faith, shall be entitled to any
oany
^etc
of the benefits of this section: Provided j\iHkery That not more than
one lease shall be granted under this section to any one person, association, or corporation.
Alaska oil deposits.

ALASKA OIL PROVISO.

to^a'hd^mngd^ SEC. 22. T h a t a n y bona fide occupant or claimant of oil or gas
oiTor naot dlscovenng bearing lands in t h e Territory of Alaska, who, or whose predecessors
01 or gas.
^ ^j.gj.gg^ p r j o r t 0 withdrawal had complied otherwise with the requirements of t h e mining laws, b u t had made no discovery of oil or
gas in wells and who prior to withdrawal h a d made substantial imrovements for t h e discovery of oil or gas on or for each location or
ad prior t o t h e passage of this Act expended n o t less than $250 in
toFbaXrSnqau^hSuion improvements on or for each location shall be entitled, upon relinquishment or surrender to the United States within one year from the
aate
of this Act, or within six months after final denial or withdrawal
au^JSiu* of permits of application for patent, to a prospecting permit or permits, lease or
leases, under this Act covering sucn lands, not exceeding five permits
or leases in number and not exceeding an aggregate of one thousand
Royalties,
rentals,
two
hundred and eighty acres in each: Provided, That leases in Alaska
etc
-"
'
' under this Act whether as a result of prospecting permits or otherwise
shall be upon such rental and rovalties as shall De fixed by the Secretary of the J .cerior and specified in the lease, and be subject to readjustment
at the end of each twenty-year period of the lease: Provided
uJSwyStSS ™iv further, That for the purpose of encouraging the production of petroleum products in Alaska the Secretary may, in his discretion, waive
the payment of any rental or royalty not exceeding the first live years
°* a n y i ease «
fraud!
No claimant for a lease who has been guilty of any fraud or who had
knowledge or reasonable grounds t o know of any fraud, or who has
not acted honestly and in good faith, shall be entitled to any of the
benefits of this section.
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Sodium deposits.

SEC. 23. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized Jj£gf£n*Y>ermita
and directed, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to
grant to any qualified applicant a prospecting permit wnich shall give
the exclusive right to prospect for cnlorides, sulphates, carbonates,
borates, silicates, or nitrates of sodium dissolved in and soluble in
water, and accumulated by concentration, in lands belonging to the
United States for a period of not exceeding two years: Provided, Ar»Gmited.
That the area to be included in such a permit shall be not exceeding
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres of land in reasonably compact form: Provided further, That the provisions of this section shall Landsc^cludednot apply to lands in San Bernardino (Jounty, California.
SEC. 24. That upon showing to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
o^lT^i^Tm
the Interior that valuable deposits of one of the substances enumerated which discovery made.
in section 23 hereof has been discovered by the permittee within the
area covered by his permit and that such land is chiefly valuable
therefor the permittee shall be entitled to a lease for one-naif of the
ty
land embraced in the prospecting permit, at a royalty of not less than
*
one-eighth of the amount or value of the production, to be taken and
described by legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys, or if the
land be not surveyed by survey executed at the cost of the permittee
in accordance with the rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Interior. The permittee shall also have the prefer- re^^5^Co(iandlease
ence right to lease the remainder of the lands embraced within the
limits of his permit at a royalty of not less than one-eighth of the
amount or value of the production to be fixed by the Secretary of the
Interior. Lands known to contain such valuable deposits as are ^tv** dcpos?tsnsub?
enumerated in section 23 hereof and not covered by permits or leases, ject to lease,
n lons
except such lands as are situated in said county of San Bernardino,
*
shall be held subject to lease, and may be leased by the Secretary of
the Interior through advertisement, competitive bidding, or such
other methods as he may by general regulations adopt, and in such
areas as he shall fix, not exceeding two thousand five hundred and
sixty acres; all leases to be conditioned upon the payment by the etc, ya les' ren
lessee of such royalty of not less than one-eighth 01 the amount or
value of the production as may be fixed in the lease, and the payment
in advance of a rental of 50 cents per acre for the first calendar year
or fraction thereof and $1 per acre per annum thereafter during the
continuance of the lease, the rental paid for any one year to be credited on the royalty for that year. Leases may be for indeterminate t l ^ ^ n ^ j e ^ condi"
periods, subject to readjustment at the end of each twenty-year
period, upon such conditions not inconsistent herewith as may be
incorporated in each lease or prescribed in general regulation theretofore issued by the Secretary of the Interior, including covenants
relative to mining methods, waste, period of preliminary development, and minimum production, and a lessee under this section
may be lessee of the remaining lands in his permit.
SEC. 25. That in addition to areas of such mineral land which m a y landbforde\eloprueat
be included in any such prospecting permits or leases, the Secretary work ' etc of the Interior, in his discretion, may grant to a permittee or lessee
of lands containing sodium deposits, and subject to the payment of an
annual rental of not less than 25 cents per acre, the exclusive right
to use, during the life of the permit or lease, a tract of unoccupied
nonmineral public land, not exceeding forty acres in area, for camp
sites, refining works, and other purposes connected with and necessary to the proper development ana use of the deposits covered by
the permit or lease.
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PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO COAL, PHOSPHATE,
OIL, OIL SHALE, AND GAS LEASES.

SODIUM,

cei^OT ts ^nI^fSh- SEC - 26 - T h a f c t i i e Secretary of the Interior shall reserve and may
gence.
exercise the authority to cancel any prospecting permit upon failure
by the permittee to exercise due diligence in the prosecution of the
prospecting work in accordance with the terms ana conditions stated
m the permit, and shall insert in every such permit issued under the
provisions of this Act appropriate provisions for its cancellation by
nim.
C
coai,phosprfate,
and
SEC. 27. T h a t no person, association, or corporation, except as
x*^™*or1' gM
herein provided, shall take or hold more than one coal, phosphate, or
*
sodium lease during the life of such lease in any one State; no person,
association, or corporation shall take or hold, at one time, more
than three oil or gas leases granted hereunder in any one State, and
not more than one lease within the geologic structure of the same
corporation inter- producing oil or gas field; no corporation shall hold any interest as
^interests
m other a stockholder of another corporation in more than such number of
lea;>es
leases; and no person or corporation shall take or hold any interest
or interests as a member of an association or associations or as a
stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding a lease under
the provisions hereof, which, together with the area embraced in
any direct holding of a lease under this Act, or which, together with
any other interest or interests as a member of an association or associations or as a stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding
a lease under the provisions hereof, for any kind of mineral leased
hereunder, exceeds in the aggregate an amount equivalent to the
maximum number of acres of the respective kinds of minerals allowed
wbiTed^ntexests pr°" ^° a n 7 o n e ^ e s s e e under this Act. Any interests held in violation of
this Act shall be forfeited to the United States by appropriate proceedings instituted by the Attorney General for tnat purpose in the
United States district court for the district in which the property,
Temporary holding or some part thereof, is located, except that any ownership or interest
by descent, etc.
forbidden in this Act which may be acquired by descent, will, judgment, or decree m a y be held for two years and not longer after its
Ex'ceptfon*
acquisition: Provided, T h a t nothing herein contained shall b e conAnte, pp. 443-446. strued to limit sections 18, 18a, 19, and 22 or to prevent a n y number
combinations for re- of lessees u n d e r t h e provisions of this A c t from combining their sevet°Tpenni?ted. lmes' eral interests so far as m a y b e necessary for t h e purposes of constructing a n d carrying on the business of a refinery, or of establishing
and constructing as a common carrier a pipe line or lines of railroads
to be operated and used by them jointly in the transportation of oil
coal roads.
from their several wells, or from the wells of other lessees under this
Approval necessary. A c ^ ? r t h e transportation of coal: Provided further, That any combination for such purpose or purposes shall be subject to the approval
of the
Secretary of the Interior on application to him for permission
orm
leJsm^^tc/^o
nmto
f
the same: And provided farther, That if any of the lands or
onrad^etc1 restramt deposits leased under the provisions of this Act shall be subleased,
trusteed, possessed, or controlled by any device permanently, temporarily, directly, indirectly, tacitly, or in any manner whatsoever, M>
that they form p a r t of, or are in anywise controlled by any combination in the form of an unlawful trust, with consent of lessee, or
form the subject of any contract or conspiracy in restraint of trade
in the mining or selling of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, or sodium entered into by the lessee, or any agreement or understanding,
written, verbal, or otherwise to which such lessee shall be a partv, of
which his or its output is to be or become the subject, to control the
price or prices thereof or of any holding of such lands by any indi\ idual, partnership, association, corporation, or control, in excess of the
amounts of lands provided in this Act, the lease thereof shall be
forfeited by appropriate court proceedings.
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SEC. 28. That rights of way through the public lands, including
*M
the forest reserves, of the United States are hereby granted for pipe- through puuiffands,
line purposes for the transportation of oil or natural gas to any appli- AnU 437
cant possessing the qualifications provided in section 1 of this Act, t ons,etc%
operating * condito the extent of the ground occupied by the said pipe line and twentyfive feet on each side of the same under such regulations as to survey,
location, application, and use as m a y be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior and upon the express condition that such pipe lines
shall be constructed, operated, and maintained as common carriers:
Provided, That the Government shall in express terms reserve and EJ^SJ* condition
shall provide in every lease of oil lands hereunder that the lessee, J r f 0 ^ v p ^ ^ f e g !
assignee, or beneficiary, if owner, or operator or owner of a controlling
interest in any pipe line or of any company operating the same
which may be operated accessible to the oil derived from lands under
such lease, shall at reasonable rates and without discrimination accept and convey the oil of the Government or of any citizen or company not the owner of any pipe line, operating a lease or purchasing K Ucable ^ ftU
gas or oil under the provisions of this Act: Provided further, That n o future grants,
right of way shall hereafter be granted over said lands for the transportation of oil or natural gas except under and subject to the Forfeiture
for ^ ^
provisions, limitations, and conditions of this section. Failure to tions.m ure
comply with the provisions >f this section or the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior shall be ground for forfeiture
of the grant by the United States district court for the district in
which the property, or some part thereof, is located in an appropriate
proceeding
JoInt U5e of eas^
SEC. 29. That any permit, lease, occupation, or use permitted ments, etc., reserved,
under this Act shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the right
to permit upon such terms as he may determine to be just, for joint
or several use, such easements or rignts of way, including easements
in tunnels upon, through, or in the latids leased, occupied, or used
as mav be necessary or appropriate to the working of the same, or of
other l a n d s containing tne deposits described in this Act, and the
treatment and shipment of the products thereof by or under authority
of the Government, its lessees, or permittees, and for other public
purposes: Provided, That said Secretary, in his discretion, in making Disposal
of surface
anv lease under this Act, may reserve to the United States the right o' 1 ^* 51 ^^to lease, sell, or otherwise dispose of the surface of the lands embraced
within such lease under existing law or laws hereafter enacted, in so
far as said surface is not necessary for use of the lessee in extracting
and removing the deposits therein: Provided further, That if such fox^ofle^foTiea^
reservation is made i t shall be so determined before the offering of
such lease: And provided further, That the said Secretary, during the Easement periods,
life of the lease, is authorized t o issue such permits for easements
herein provided to be reserved.
Assignments etc.(oi
SEC. 30. That no lease issued under the authority of this Act shall leases restricted.
be assigned or sublet, except with the consent of the Secretary of Rplinq„i<;hTT1pnt al.
the Interior. The lessee may, in the discretion of the Secretary of lowed.
the Interior, be permitted a t any time to make written relinquishment of all rights under such a lease, and upon acceptance thereof
be thereby relieved of all future obligations under said lease, and may
with like consent surrender any legal subdivision of the area included Restrictive prow
within the lease. Each lease shall contain provisions for the purpose saf™>
fc*diligence,
of insuring the exercise of reasonable diligence, skill, and care in e y ' e °"
the operation of said property; a provision that such rules for the
safety and welfare of the miners and for the prevention of undue
waste as may be prescribed by said Secretary shall be observed, Labor restrictions.
including a restriction of the workday to not exceeding eight hours in
any one day for underground workers except in cases of emergency;
provisions prohibiting the employment of any boy under the age of
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sixteen or the employment of a n y girl or woman, without regard to
age, in any mine below the surface; provisions securing the workmen
complete freedom of purchase; provision requiring the payment of
wages a t least twice a month in lawful money of 3ie United States,
ana providing proper rules and regulations to insure the fair and just
weighing or measurement of the coal mined by each miner, and
sai© to the oovem- such other provisions as he m a y deem necessary to insure the sale
uonnt^cntUmstprotec" of the production of such leased lands to the United States and to
the public a t reasonable prices, for t h e protection of the interests
of the United States, for the prevention of monopoly, and for the
s t r a w s not lm- safeguarding of the public welfare: Provided, That none of such
paired.
provisions snail be in conflict with the laws of the State in which the
Forfeits of leases * e a s e d Property is situated.
Proceedings in dis- SEC. 31. That any lease issued under the provisions of this Act
trict courts.
m a y k e f o r f e ited and canceled b y an appropriate proceeding in the
Urn ted States district court for the district in which the property,
or some part thereof, is located whenever the lessee fails to comply
with any of the provisions of this Act, of the lease, or of the general
regulations promulgated under this Act and in force a t the date of
putesjtc611 ° *" the lease; and the lease may provide for resort to appropriate methods
for the settlement of disputes or for remedies for breach of specified
r^ui^onS,etc.,to^ditionstbereof.
be prescribed.
+' SEC. 32. That the Secretary of the Interior is authonzed to prescribe necessary and proper rules and regulations and to do any and
all things necessary to carry out and accomplish the purposes of this
proVtsom
Acty also to fix a n d determine t h e boundary lines of a n y structure,
noIt1affectedStates,et°M o r °^ o r *g a s field, for the purposes of this A^t: Provided. Tnat nothing
in this Act shall be construea or held to affect the righfa of the States
or other local authority to exercise any rights which they may have,
including the right to levy and collect taxes upon improvements,
output of mines, or other rights, property, or assets of any lessee of
Sworn statements ^

etc*0™

a men ,

United States.

g £c ^ ^ That all statements, representations, or reports required
by the Secretary of the Interior under this Act shall be upon oath,
unless otherwise specified bv him, and in such form and upon such
blanks as the Secretary of the Interior mav require.
au^^SSSS?^? SEC - 34 - T i i a t t h e provisions of this Act shall also applv to all
landsdeposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas in t n e lands
of t h e United States, which lands m a y have been or m a y b e disposed
of under laws reserving to t h e United States such deposits, with the
right t o prospect for, mine, a n d remove t h e same, subject to such
conditions as are or m a y hereafter be provided b y such laws reserving
such deposits.
r
pts
T o X ^ u ^ * S E C . 35. T h a t 10 per centum of all money received from sales,
bonuses, royalties, and rentals under t h e provisions of this Act,
excepting those from Alaska, shall be paid into t h e Treasury of the
^ro the reclamation United States a n d credited to miscellaneous receipts; for past provoi. 32, p. 388.
duction 70 per centum, and for future production 52$ per centum
of t h e amounts derived from such bonuses, royalties, a n d rent ids
shall be paid into, reserved, a n d appropriated as a part of the reclaTo the states in m a ^ o n fund created by the Act ofCon^ress, known as t h e Reelamawhich lands located, tion Act, approved June 17, 1902, and for past production 20 per
to^nxms, education, c e n t u m > a n ( i for future production 37$ per centum of the amounts
derived from such bonuses, royalties, and rentals shall be paid by
the Secretary of the Treasury after the expiration of each fiscal year
to the State within the boundaries of which the leased lands or
deposits are or were located, said moneys to be used by such State or
subdivisions thereof for the construction and maintenance of public
/Vocuo.
roads or for the support of public schools or other public educational
i ^ ? ^ M t ? l t S institutions, as the legislature of the State may direct: Provided,
Trewurr.
That all moneys which may accrue to the United States under the
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p 1J rovisions of this Act from lands within the naval petroleum reserves
*3hall be deposited in the Treasury as "Miscellaneous receipts/'
I* SEC. 36. That all royalty accruing to the United States under any
™^i£^;7*Uc*
i
Dil or gas lease or permit under this Act on demand of the Secretary
°*^* the Interior shall be paid in oil or gas.
s
rcompetltl,e
P r Upon granting any od or gas lease under this Act, and from time
b[ at£^
lU
to > e time thereafter during said lease, the Secretary of the Interior
°'
s x
^ fiall, except whenever in his judgment it is desirable to retain the
same for the use of the Unitea States, offer for sale for such period
as he may determine, upon notice and advertisement on sealed bids
or at public auction, all royalty oil and gas accruing or reserved to
the United States under such lease. Such advertisement and sale Action on t^is
shall reserve to the Secretary of the Interior the right to reject all
bids whenever within his judgment the interest of the United States
demands; and in cases where no satisfactory bid is received or where ^ n , ' V f r ; i n : ' ?"*
the accepted bidder fails to complete the* purchase, or where the vatesJei> ' ac *
Secretary of the Interior shall determine that it is unwise in the public
interest to accept the offer of the highest bidder, the Secretary of
the Interior, within his discretion, may readvertise such royalty for
sale, or sell at private sale at not less than the market price for "such
eriod, or accept the value thereof from the lessee: Provided, however, p™i<ot.
hat pending the making of a permanent contract for the sale of any proiSTV market
royalty, oil or gas as herein provided, the Secretary of the Interior pr*C6,
may sell the current product at private sale, at not less than the
market price: And provided further. That any royalty, oil, or gas s-jos to the ooremmay be sold at not less than the market price at private sale to any ment*
department or agency of the United States.
SEC. 37. That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil
^^Tl^il^i
shale, and gas, herein referred to, in lands valuable for such minerals, c^etc
including lands and deposits described in the joint resolution entitled ^ v ^ ^ r 1 f3ra
11
Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to permit "voi.37,p.ei34o
the continuation of coal mining operations on certain lands in
Wyoming/' approved August 1, 1912 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at
Large, page 1346), shall be subject to disposition onlv in the form Perfec+lon of , •
and manner provided in this Act, except as to valid claims existent claims aiio^
at date of the passage of this Act and thereafter maintained in compliance with the laws under which initiated, which claims may be
perfected under such laws, including discovery.
Landor<»feisto *
SEC. 38. That, until othenvise provided, the Secretary of the prescribed.
Interior shall be authorized to prescribe fees and commissions to be
paid registers and receivers of United States land offices on account
of business transacted under the provisions of this Act.
Approved, February 25, 1920.

?

Fev>rarL-r 2* '

CHAP. 86.—An Act For furnishing water supply for miscellaneous purposes in
connection with reclamation projects.

<•>'-- \
[p- i. v. .

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the In- ectsec* ^
terior in connection with the operations under the reclamation law is forN\r £r'r..~Y
hereby authorized to enter into contract to supply water from anv t^a
project irrigation system for other purposes than irrigation, upon such
conditions of delivery, use, and payment as he may deem proper: cT^d '
Provided, That the approval of such contract by the water users' asso- uVe(>s . .
ciation or associations shall have first been obtained: Provided, That
no such contract shall be entered into except upon a showing that
there is no other practicable source of water supply for the purpose:
Provided further, That no water shall be furnished for the USeS a f o r e - in^T: OLJ. t .v*
said if the deliverv of such water shall be detrimental to the water
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CHAP. 210.—An Act To authorize the leasing for oil and gas mining purr J. It x ,1i— poses of unallotted lands on Indian reservations affected by the proviso to tec

IPuwic. NO 158 j

tlQn 3 of t h e A c t of F e b r u a r y

28, 1891

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
i^s1n?reforoii0and United States of America in Congress assembled, That unallotted
fofted^nds^n.Tu ,anc * °n Indian resenations othfer than lands of the Fne Civilized
thonzed for ten years Tribes and the Osage Reservation subject to lease for mining pui\oi 26, p 795
poses for a period of ten jears under the proviso to section 3 of the
Act of February 28. 1891 (Twentj-sixth Statutes at Large, page
795), ma\ be leased at public auction b\ the Secret u \ of the Intenoi,
consent of Indian ^ ^ t ] i e * c o n s e n t 0 f the council speaking for sucirindnns. foi oil
and gas mining purposes for a period of not to exceed ten \ear^ and
as much longer theieaftei as oil or gas sh ill be found in piun^r
Extension
author
quantities,
and the terms of any existing oil and gas mining lease may
,zed
in like manner be amended by extending the term thereof for as long
faction subject as oil or gas shall be found in paying quantities Piovidcd, That the
to state taxation
production of oil and gas and other minerals on such lands may be
taxed by the State in which said lands are located in all respects the
same as production on unrestricted lands, and the Secretary of the
NO hen on Indian Interior is hereby authorized and directed to cause to be paid the tax
ovrner
so assessed against the ro\alty interests on said lands: Proad<d,
hoittver. That such tax shall not become a lien or charge of \ny
kind or character against the land or the property of the Indian
o^ner.
Approved, May 29, 1924
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March 3,1927.

CHAP. 299.—An Act To authorize oil and gas mining leases upon unallotted
lands within Executive order Indian reservations.

1S_J^1L
[Public, No 702 ]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That unallotted i ^ ^ £ ^ a l T s
lands within the limits of any reservation or withdrawal created by on unallotted lands of.
Executive order for Indian purposes or for the use or occupancy
of any Indians or tribe may be leased for oil and gas mining purposes Vo1
in accordance with the provisions contained in the Act of May 29, -«3. P- 2441924 (Forty-third Statutes* page 244).
SEC. 2. That the proceeds from rentals, royalties, or bonuses of *?5**\ i0A**t #d£
.,

,

,

r

• x i - ' o x -

J T J '

positoJ to credit of tbe

oil and gas leases upon lands within Executive order Indian reser-reservationIndians.
vations or withdrawals shall be deposited in the Treasury of the
United States to the credit of the tribe of Indians for whose benefit
the reservation or withdrawal was created or who are using and
occupying the land, and shall draw interest at the rate of 4
per centum per annum and be available for appropriation by Congress Expenses therefrom.
for expenses in connection with the supervision of the development
and operation of the oil andgas industry and for the use and benefit
of sucn Indians: Provided, That said Indians, or their tribal council, £2*£ to u
shall be consulted in regard to the expenditure of such money, but «itea\
*"'
no per capita payment wall be made except by Act of Congress.
SEC. 3. That taxes may he levied and collected by the State or J i S ^ I S S r ^
local authority upon improvements, output of mines or oil and gas meat*, oatpnt, etc
wells or other rights, property, or assets of any lessee upon lands
within Executive order Indian reservations in tne same manner as
ro
such taxes are otherwise levied and (iollected, and such taxes may etc.
**
be levied against the share obtained for the Indians as bonuses,
rentals^ and royalties, and the Secretary o f the Interior is hereby
authorized and directed to cause such taxes to be paid out of the ^ ^
tribal funds in the Treasury: Provided^ That such taxes shall not No Ben apia* inbecome a lien or charge of any kind against the land or other property dka *"w*'"t/of such Indians.
SEC. 4. That hereafter changes in the boundaries of reservations JSjSSmpJxSSed
created by Executive order, proclamation, or otherwise for the. use wbyictafcan«ref*.
and occupation of Indians shall not be made except by Act of Fntiao
Congress: Provided, That this shall not apply to temporary Temporary withwithdrawals by the Secretary of the Interior.
^SS&S£ Tofiwo
SEC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, JJ^S^J^rtSSSSTSSS
under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to allow any ineddriujn*, •*.,*<»*
person who prior to May 27, 1924, filed an application for a permit Pri0rt0jM,u*r71>1**-
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in accordance with the provisions of the Act of February 25, 1920,
to prospect for oil and gas upon lands within an Indian reservation
or withdrawal created by Executive order who shall show to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that he, or the party
with whom he has contracted, has done prior to January 1, 1926,
any or all of the following things, to wit, expended money or labor
in geologically surveying the lands covered by such application, has
built a road for the benefit of such lands, or has drilled or contributed
toward the drilling of the geologic structure upon which such lands
are located, or who in good faith has either filed a motion for
reinstatement or rehearing; or performed any other act which in
the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior entitles him to
equitable relief, to prospect for a period of two years from the date
this Act takes effect, or for such further time as the Secretary of
the Interior may deem .reasonable or necessary for the full exploration of the land described in his application under the terms and
conditions therein set out, and a substantial contribution toward
the drilling of the geologic structure thereon by such applicant for
L«as« authorized on a P ^ ™ ^ thereon m a y be considered as prospecting under the
discoveryu ° m provisions hereof; and upon establishing to the satisfaction of
the Secretary of the Interior that valuable deposits of oil and gas
have been discovered within the limits of the land embraced in any
such aapplication,
he shall be entitled to a lease for one-fourth of
Areaonowed
the * n d embraced in the application: Provided, That the applicant
shall be granted a lease for as much as one hundred and sixty acres
of said lands if there be that number of acres within the application.
selection, etc.
The area to be selected by the applicant shall be in compact form and,
if surveyed, to be described by the legal subdivisions of the public
land surveyed: if unsurveyed, to be surveyed by the Government
at the expense of the applicant for lease in accordance with rules
and regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior,
and the lands leased shall be conformed to and taken in accordance
with the legal subdivisions of such surveys; deposit made to cover
expense of surveys shall be deemed appropriated for that purpose,
and any excess deposits may be repaid to the person or persons
renta7n'ro7*Ity'Md making such deposit or their legal representatives. Such leases
shall be for a term o f twenty years upon a royalty of 5 per centum
in amount or value of the production and the annual payment in
advance of a rental of $1 per acre, the rental paid for any one year
to be credited against the royalties as they m a y accrue for that
year, with the preferential rignt i n the lessee t o renew the same for
successive periods o f ten years upon such reasonable terms and
conditions as may be prescribed b y t h e Secretary o f the Interior.
Preference to lease The applicant shall also be entitled to a preference right to a lease
remainder oi Und.
£ Q r ^ e reumjmkp 0 f the land i n his application at a royalty of not
less than 12% per centum in amount or value of the production, the
royalty to be determined by competitive bidding or fixed by such
Rejection of bids, other methods as the Secretary o i the Interior may b y regulations
prescribe: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Interior shall
have the right to reject any or all bids.
Approved, March 3, 1927.

ADDENDUM G
Act of March 1, 1933

THE

STATUTES AT LARGE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FROM

DECEMBER 1931 to MARCH 1933
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RECENT TREATIES, EXECUTIVE PROCLAMATIONS AND AGREEMENTS
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION AND
TWENTIETH AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION

EDITED, PRINTED. AND PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

VOL. XLVII
IN TWO PARTS

1—Public Acts and Resolutions, and Proposed Amendments
to the Constitution.
PABT 2—Private Acts and Resolutions, Concurrent Resolutions
Treaties, Executive Proclamations and Agreements
and Twentieth Amendment to the Constitution.
PABT

PART 1

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON 1933

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, V\ ashington, D C

Price $3 50 (Buckram)
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[CHAPTER 160.]
March 1,1033.
(H R 11735 }
[Public, No 403 1

AN ACT
To permanently set aside certain lands in Utah as an addition to the Navajo
Indian Reservation, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
an Res
er%N5aanoTLuh
*
United
States of America in Cong?ess assembled. That all vacant,
aside asnadl5?tionto Mt u n r e s e r v e d , and undisposed of public lands within the areas in the
Description
southern part of the State of Utah, bounded as follows: Beginning
at a point where the San Juan River intersects the one hundred
and tenth degree of west longitude; thence down said river to its
confluence with the Colorado River; thence down the Colorado River
to a point where said river crosses the boundary line between Utah
and Arizona; thence east along said boundary line to the one hundred
and tenth degree of west longitude; thence north to the place of
beginning; also beginning at a point where the west rim of Montezuma Creek or wash intersects the north boundary line of the Na\ajo
Indian Reservation in Utah; thence northerly along the western nm
of said creek or wash to a point where it intersects the section line
running east and west between sections 23 and 26, township 39 south,
range 24 east, Salt Lake base and meridian in Utah; thence eastward
along said section line to the northeast section corner of section 26,
township 39 south, range 25 east; thence south one mile along the
section line between sections 25 and 26 to the southeast section corner
of section 26, township 39 south, range 25 east; thence eastward
along the section line between sections 25 and 36, township 39 south,
range 25 east, extending through township 39 south, range 26 east,
to its intersection with the boundary line between Utah and Colorado; thence south along said boundary line to its intersection with
the north boundary line of the Navajo Indian Reservation; thence
in a westerly direction along the north boundary line of said reservation to the point of beginning be, and the same are herebv, permanently withdrawn from all forms of entry or disposal for the
benefit of the Navajo and such other Indians as the Secretary of
ProtUot
the
Interior may see fit to settle thereon: Provided, That no further
Restriction on furallotments of lands to Indians on the public domain shall be made
ther allotments
Vol 23, p 96
in San Juan County, Utah, nor shall further Indian homesteads
U . 8 C , p 1338
be
made in said county under the Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat. 96;
r.SSST^LS 0 ^ XJ. S. G, title 43, sec. 190). Should oil or gas be produced in paying
r e v e n u e s , t o De paid t o

state
Use of.

. .»

, . , '

.

„

< . .

.

i •% •%

•%

-VT

•

T*»

quantities within the lands hereby added to the Navajo Reservation,
37*4 per centum of the net royalties accruing therefrom derived
from tribal leases shall be paid to the State of Utah: Provided, That
said 37% per centum of said royalties shall be expended by the
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State of Utah in the tuition of Indian children in white schools
and/or in the building or maintenance of roads across the lands
described in section 1 hereof, or for the benefit of the Indians residing
therein.
SEC. 2. That the State of Utah may relinquish such tracts of T t^f 0 ? ^ ^ ° ^
school land within the areas added to the Xa\ajo Resenation by tracts to Indians
section 1 of this Act as it may see fit in favor of the said Indians,
and shall have the right to select other unreserved and nonmmeral i^l^hcu °f otber
public lands contiguously or noncontiguoush located within the State
of Utah, equal in area and approximately of the same value to that
relinquished, said lieu selections to be made in the «ame manner as
is provided for in the Enabling Act of Jul} 10. lbU4 (2* Mat L
J^J^00
107), except as to the payment of fees or commissions which are
hereby waived.
Approved, March 1, 1933.

ADDENDUM H
A c t of May 1 1 ,

1938

UNITED STATES
STATUTES AT LARGE
CONTAINING THE

LAWS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
ENACTED DURING THE THIRD SESSION OF THE
SEVENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1938
AND

TREATIES, INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES, AND PROCLAMATIONS

COMPILED, EDITED, INDEXED, AND PLBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

VOLUME 52

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON : 1938

52 STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 198]
AX ACT
To regulate the leasing of certain Indian lands for mining purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That hereafter
unallotted lands within any Indian reservation or lands owned by
any tribe, group, or band of Indians under Federal jurisdiction,
except those hereinafter specifically excepted from the provisions ot
this Act, may, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, be
leased for mining purposes, bv authority of the tribal council or
other authorized spokesmen for such Indians, for terms not to
exceed ten years and as long thereafter as minerals are produced
in paying quantities.
SEC. 2. That leases for oil- and/or gas-mining purposes covering
such unallotted lands shall be offered ior sale to the highest responsible qualified bidder, at public auction or on sealed bids, after notice
and advertisement, upon such terms and subject to such conditions as
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe. Such advertisement shall
reserve to trie Secretary of the Interior the riirht to reject all bids
whenever in his judgment the interest of the Indians will be served
by so doing, and if no satisfactory bid is received, or the accepted
bidder fails to complete the lease, or the Secretary of the Interior
shall determine that it is unwise in the interest of the Indians to
accept the highest bid, said Secretary may readvertise such lease for
8
*le, or with the consent of the tribal council or other governing
tribal authorities, a lease may be made bv private negotiations:
Provided, That the foregoing provisions shall in no manner restrict
the right of tribes organized and incorporated under sections 16 and

Mar li, 1938
(S 2689]
(Public, No. 506]
Indian land?.
Leasing of unallotted lands for mining purposes.
Exception.

Terms of lease

P u b l i c sales of
leases; terms and conditions.

Rights reserved

Readvertisement
for sale.

Private negotiations
Prmto.
Designated rights of
Indians not restricted
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43 Stat 9 r tea
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476,

Corporate
surety
bonds to be furnished
by lessees

Pronto
\cceptance of per
serial surety bonds
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and regulations

Cooperative
ate plans

unit,

Delegation of aut h o r s to approve
leases

Specified
sections
not to applv to linds
designated

Iv consistent
provisions repealed

["2bTAT

17 of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat 984), to lease lands for
mining purposes as therein provided and in accordance with the proMsions of any constitution and charter adopted by any Indian tribe
pursuant to the Act of June 18, 1934.
SEC. 3. That hereafter lessee^ of restricted Indian lands, tribal or
allotted, for mining purposes, including oil and gas, shall furnish
corporate surety bonds, in amounts satisfactory to the Secretary
of the Intenor, guaranteeing compliance with *the terms of their
leases: Provided. That personal suretv bonds ma\ be accepted where
the sureties deposit as collateral with the said Secretary of the
Interior an\ public-debt obligations of the United S r ates guai inteed
as to principal and interest by the United States equal to the full
amount of such bonds, or other collateral satisfactory to the becretary of the Interior, or show owneiship to unencumbeied real estate
of a value equal to twice the amount of the bonds
SEC 4. That all operations under any oil, gas, or other mineral
lease ^sued pursuant to the terms of this or any other Act affecting
restricted Indian lands shall be subject to the rules and regulations
promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior. In the discretion
of the said Secretary, any lease for oil or gas issued under the provisions of this Act shall be made subject to the terms of am reasonable cooperatne unit or other plan approved or prescribed b> said
Secretary prior or -ub^equent to the issuance of r i \ ^uch leise which
i m o h e s tne de\elopment or production of od or zi^ from lard
covered bv such lea-e
SEC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
authorize superintendents or other officials in the Indian Service to
approve leases for oil, gas, or other mining purposes covering any
restricted Indian lands, tribal or allotted.
SEC 6 Sections 1, 2, 3. and 4 of this Act shall not applv to the
Papago Indian Reservation in Anzona the Crow Re-er\ ition in
Montana, the ceded lands of the Shoshone Reservation in Wyoming,
the Osage Reservation in Oklahoma, nOi* to the coal and asphalt
lands of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes m Oklahoma
SEC. 7. All A c t l or parts of Acts inconsistent herewith are hereby
repealed
Approved, May 11, 1938

ADDENDUM I
Memorandum Decision

IN THE TAX DIVISION OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF SAN JUAN COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
TEXACO, INC., a Delaware,
Corporation, et al.,

1
1
)

MEMORANDUM DECISION
ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,

vs.
SAN JUAN COUNTY, et al.,

]

Defendants,
and
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SAN JUAN
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, et al.,
Defendants in
Intervention.

]i
)
I
j
)
]

Consolidated Cases
Civil Nos. 4152-4153,
4156-4157, 4973-4977
(No. C79-4060
Third District)

The plaintiffs and the defendants have each
respectively submitted motions for summary judgment and have
both conceded that there is no dispute as to the material
facts and that the case is in a position to be determined by
summary judgment.

The parties have submitted their legal

memorandums and authorities together with affidavits and
exhibits that the Court has considered, and the parties
appealed before the Court on the 13th day of March, 1990,
and the Court heard oral arguments relative to the Motions.
The Court took the Motions under advisement and rules as
here and after stated.

Challenges have been made to the admissibiltiy of
certain matters submitted by way of affidavit and Motions to
Strike and responses thereto have been filed.

The Court has

reviewed those Motions and responses, and at this time
declines to act on the Motions since the Court has concluded
that, although some of the factual material stated is helpful
in putting the issue before the Court in its proper
perspective, the legal conclusions reached and expressed are
of very limited value and, as everyone concedes, are not
binding on the Court in any way.

The Court can see no value

in going through the Affidavits and attached materials to try
to separate fact from legal conclusion.
The recent cases of the United States Supreme Court
have pretty well put to rest any question relative to the
right of state and local governments to tax non-Indians and
non-Indian activity on Indian reservations.

The Court will

not cite those cases since all of the parties are aware of
them and have cited them in their Memorandums.
The parties here are in agreement that the issue in
this case is "whether the act of March 1, 1933, 47 Stat. 1418,
which added the 'Aneth Extension' to the Navajo reservation
preempts the state and local taxes at issue in this
litigation11.
page 2

Both parties also agree that the Act is completely
silent with regard to taxation of oil and gas lessees.
It is the contention of the plaintiffs that the
instrumentality doctrine, which the plaintiffs contend was in
affect in 1933, required express congressional authorization
to permit state taxation on federal Indian lessees; defendants
contend that express congressional prohibition was necessary.
After reviewing the material and cases submitted,
the Court has concluded that the 1933 Act setting asido the
Aneth Extension was not a leasing statute and was never
intended to address or cover the issue of oil and gas leases
to non-Indians or the allowance or disallowance of the
imposition of taxes by states on non-Indians lessees.
The Act took land from the public domain and added
it to the reservation, and then provided that the state would
receive the thirty seven and one-half percent of the royalties
of any oil and gas that might be found, and to use such funds
for the benefit of the Utah Navajos.
Prior to the enactment of the 1933 Act, the State
was entitled to receive the thirty seven and one-half percent
royalty as its share of any oil and gas production on the
public domain.

The Act changed nothing as far as oil and gas

lessees were concerned except to bring them under the

page 3

provisions of the then existing minerals leasings acts that
applied to Indian reservations.

Such acts allowed state

taxation of non-Indian lessees.

The royalty was the same

before and after the Act, and the only change relative to oil
and gas production was the fact that the funds received from
royalties would go to the state of Utah for the benefit and
use of the Utah Navajos.
In order for the Court to add words to an act of the
legislative body, there has to be some ambiguity or difficulty
in determining the meaning of the Act that would require a
search for legislative intent.
difficult to understand.

This Act is not ambiguous or

When an act is silent on a subject

matter, the Court has to assume, and rightly so, that the
legislative body did not desire to address the unexpressed
matter at this particular time.

To reach the conclusion

urged by the plaintiffs, the Court would not only have to
insert in the Act the words "in lieu of taxes11, but would
also have to add "in lieu of taxes on non-Indian oil and gas
lessees".

To do so would change the entire subject matter

covered by the Act and would go way beyond the mere interpretation of some ambiguity.
One of the very compelling reasons why the Court has
concluded that it was never Congresses7 intent to cover
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taxation or non-taxation in the 1933 Act of non-Indian
lessees, is the fact that the Act was amended in 1968 and the
royalty payments have been made and taxes have been imposed
both before and after the amendment, and there has been no
effort by Congress to change this long accepted procedure as
it applies to the Aneth addition.
Therefore, the Court has concluded that the 193 3 Act
did not, and does not, preclude the defendants from imposing
taxes on the plaintiffs, and the Court grants defendants
Motions for Summary Judgment as prayed for.
There is still one additional issue that must be
determined before these cases can be put to rest in this
court.
When the plaintiffs abandoned some of their causes
of action either by Motions to Dismiss or by Motions to Amend
the Complaint so as to eliminate causes of action, the
defendants moved the Court to award them reasonable attorney's
fees incurred because of plaintiff's asserted claims that were
later voluntarily dropped.

The parties previously submitted

their Memorandums of Legal Points and Authorities that the
Court has considered.

The Court, at that time, reserved

ruling on the Motions relative to attorney's fees until the
final conclusion of these cases.
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This Court has concluded from a review of this
Authorities submitted that under ordinary circumstances when
a plainitff abandons a cause of action, the other party who
has incurred legal fees in defense of the now abandoned suit
would be entitled to reasonable attorney's fees to help
offset the out of pocket expense incurred in the defense of
what amounts to a non-existing claim.

However, the general

statement must be tempered by the facts peculiar to each case.
At the time the plaintiffs filed their Complaint,
the claims by plaintiffs presented litigimate legal issues
that needed to be determined by a court, and the Complaints
presented issues that had not been previously settled by any
authoritative source that was binding upon the parties.

In

other words, there were gray areas surrounding the rights and
procedures of the taxing authority that needed a judicial
determination.
Some years after the filing of the original
Complaints, the U. S. Supreme Court accepted for
consideration the case of Cotton Petroleum Corporation,
et alf v. New Mexico, et al., now reported in 109 Sup. Crt.
Rep. 1698.

Pursuant to a formal order issued in these

matters, further proceedings in these cases were stayed
pending ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Cotton Case,
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since it appeared that many of the previously undetermined
issues involved in these cases were before the Supreme Court
in that case.
When the opinion in the Cotton case was handed down
in April of 1989, it did decide most of the claims asserted
by plaintiffs and made it impractical and unreasonable for
plaintiffs to continue asserting those claims and thus, the
Motions to Dismiss or Amend were made and granted.
It is indicative of the fact that issues presented
in plaintiff's original Complaints were litigimate and viable
claims when presented is demonstrated when we note that there
was a dissenting opinion in Cotton written by Justice
Blackmun, with whom Justices Brennan and Marshall joined.
Under these circumstances, the Court is of the
opinion that attorney's fees should not be allowed and,
therefore, the Motion to Award Attorney's Fees is denied.
The defendants, as the prevailing party in these
actions, are entitled to their reasonable costs.
The Court directs that the attorneys for the
defendants prepare a formal judgment in accordance with this
opinion.
DATED this <^c?^

day of March, 1990.

ADDENDUM J
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Attorneys for the Local
Defendants

Attorneys for the State
Defendants

L. Robert Anderson
Lyle R. Anderson
ANDERSON & ANDERSON, P.C.
P. 0. Box 275
Monticello, Utah 84535
(801) 587-2222

A, Raymond Randolph
Bruce R. Stewart
PEPPER, HAMILTON & SCHEETZ
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
7th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 828-1200

Craig C. Halls
San Juan County Attorney
P. 0. Box 850
Monticello, Utah 84535
(801) 587-2231

Michael M. Quealy
Assistant Attorney General
1636 West North Temple
Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 538-7227

IN THE TAX DIVISION OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF SAN JUAN COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

TEXACO, INC., a Delaware
Corporation, si al.,
Plaintiffs,
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

vs.
SAN JUAN COUNTY, Si &1.,
Defendants,
and
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SAN
JUAN COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Si fli.,

Consolidated Cases
Civil Nos. 4152-4153,
4156-4157, 4973-4977

Defendants in
Intervention.

This matter came before the Court, Honorable Boyd
Bunnell presiding, on March 13, 1990, in the courtroom at the San
Juan County Public Safety Building in Monticello, Utah, for

hearing on Defendants' Joint Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
November 13, 1989 ("Defendants' Motion"), and Plaintiffs' Joint
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated December 20, 1989
("Plaintiffs' Cross Motion").

The parties had submitted various

motions in connection with their Motion and Cross Motion for
Summary Judgment, but these ancillary motions were not argued at
the hearing.
The following counsel appeared at the hearing
representing the parties indicated:
Cpun??l

Parties Represented

A. Raymond Randolph
Bruce R. Stewart
PEPPER, HAMILTON & SCHEETZ
Special Assistant Attorneys
General

State of Utah; Utah State Tax
Commission; and related State
Defendants

Lyle R. Anderson
ANDERSON & ANDERSON, P.C

San Juan County; Board of
Education of San Juan County
School District; and related
Local Defendants

Bruce D. Black
CAMPBELL & BLACK

Texaco, Inc.

Kevin N. Anderson

Exxon Corporation

FABIAN & CLENDENIN
Exxon counsel Kevin N. Anderson stated that Mr. John
K. Mangum of Nielson & Senior, counsel for Mobil Exploration and
Producing North America, Inc. ("Mobil") and Union Oil Company of
California ("Union"), had authorized him to state that Mobil and
Union joined in the arguments presented by the other plaintiffs
at the hearing.
The Court heard the arguments of the parties and
considered the memoranda and other documents submitted by each
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party in support of its position.

The Court finds that the

following relevant facts are undisputed:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Plaintiffs are corporations authorized to do

business in the State of Utah.
2.

Plaintiffs have leases from the Navajo Tribe of

Indians covering lands within the Utah portion of the Navajo
Indian Reservation (the "Utah Strip").

Those leases were issued

to plaintiffs between 1953 and 1974 pursuant to the Indian
Mineral Leasing Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 347, 25 U.S.C. § 396a ££
seq. (the "1938 Indian Mineral Leasing Act")•
3.

The first lands in Utah were added by Executive

Order to the Navajo Reservation in 1884.

Additional lands were

added by Executive Order in 1905 and a portion of the lands that
had been added in 1884 were withdrawn in 1892 by Executive Order.
4.

Certain of the lands within the Utah Strip in

which plaintiffs have oil and gas leases from the Navajo Tribe
were added to the Navajo Reservation by the Act of March 1, 1933,
47 Stat. 1418 (the "1933 Act").

Those lands, which consist of

approximately 52,000 acres, run North and East of Montezuma
Creek, Utah to the Utah-Colorado state line.

This tract is

commonly referred to as the Aneth Extension.
5.

The 1933 Act, as amended by the Act of May 17,

1968, 82 Stat. 121, allocates 37.5% of all royalties on
production from the Aneth Extension to the State of Utah, to be
used for the health, education and welfare of Navajos living in
San Juan County, Utah.
-3-

6.

The great majority of plaintiffs' leases in the

Aneth Extension carry royalties of one-eighth of production-

A

few carry royalties of one-sixth of production.
7.

Prior to passage of the 1933 Act, the lands in

what became the Aneth Extension had been part of the public
domain and subject to leasing under the Mineral Lands Leasing Act
of 1920, 41 Stat. 450 (now codified at 30 U.S.C. § 181 g£ seq.)
(the "1920 Act").

The 1920 Act expressly permitted state

taxation of production from any such leases, and also allocated
37.5% of royalties on that production to the states in which the
production occurred.
8.

Prior to passage of the 1933 Act, there were

negotiations between the State of Utah, local citizens, and the
federal government, concerning the specific language of the 1933
Act.

As a result of those negotiations, the 1933 Act included a

provision allocating 37.5% of royalties to the State of Utah for
the benefit of the Utah Navajos resident on the Aneth Extension.
Also as a result of the negotiations, the Act barred any
additional applications for homesteads or allotments by the
Indians living on the Aneth Extension.
9.

At the time the 1933 Act was passed, the Indian

Oil Leasing Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 244 (now codified at 25 U.S.C.
§ 398) (the "1924 Act"), for "bought and paid for" lands, and the
Indian Oil Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1347 (now codified at 25 U.S.C.
§ 398c) (the "1927 Act"), for executive order reservations,
provided the only congressional authorization for oil and gas
leasing on Indian lands.

Both the 1924 Act and the 1927 Act
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explicitly authorized state taxation of production from any such
Indian lands.
10.

Plaintiffs (or their predecessors) discovered oil

within the Aneth Extension in the mid-1950's.

They have

developed those discoveries and formed units for secondary and
tertiary recovery.

Plaintiffs continue to produce oil and gas

from the Aneth Extension at the present time.
11.

Plaintiffs (or their predecessors) have paid taxes

to defendants on their property and operations within the Utah
Strip since the mid-1950's.

The Navajo Tribe began to tax

plaintiffs' property and operations in 1978.

Beginning in 1978,

plaintiffs paid some or all of their taxes to defendants under
protest.

They filed these lawsuits in 1979, challenging the Oil

and Gas Severance Tax (formerly the Mining Occupation Tax),
imposed by § 59-5-101, at seq., Utah Code (1989); the Oil and
Gas Conservation Tax, imposed by § 40-6-14, Utah Code (1989); the
Corporate Franchise Tax, imposed by §§ 59-7-101, at seq. Utah
Code (1989); the Sales and Use Tax, imposed by §§ 59-12-101, et
sea., and §§ 11-9-1, at ££3- Utah Code (1989); and the Property
Tax, imposed by §§ 59-2-101, at sag-/ Utah Code (1989)
(collectively the "Utah Taxes'') . The Utah Taxes as applied to
plaintiffs' operations average 5-6% of production.
12.

All plaintiffs have conceded for the purpose of

this litigation that their exploration, development and
production decisions relating to their properties on the Utah
Strip, including the Aneth Extension, have not been adversely
affected by the Utah Taxes.

Se§ Memorandum Decision on Motion
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for Order to Compel and Motions for Protective Order (dated
November 9, 1987), as modified by Order Modifying Prior
Memorandum Decision of November 9, 1987, and Setting Trial
Schedule (dated December 22, 1987).
13.

Since January 1, 1978, plaintiffs have produced

over $1.5 billion of oil and gas from the Utah Strip.
14.

During the same time period, plaintiffs have paid

approximately $80 million in the Utah Taxes at issue in this
litigation,
15.

Plaintiffs have paid more in taxes to the Navajo

Tribe since January 1, 1978, than in the Utah Taxes at issue.
16.

None of the Utah Taxes at issue in this litigation

have been assessed with respect to the Navajo Tribe's share of
production.
17.

Defendants have necessarily incurred reasonable

costs in the amount of $6,000.00 in defending against the claims
of plaintiffs.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
From the foregoing findings of fact, the Court makes
the following conclusions of law:
1.

Under the United States Supreme Court's decision

in Cotton Petroleum v. New Mexico, 109 S. Ct. 1698 (1989), state
taxes on non-Indian oil and gas lessees will be ''upheld unless
expressly or impliedly prohibited by Congress."
1706.

109 S. Ct. at

Nothing in the legislative history of the 1938 Indian

Mineral Leasing Act or its contemporaneous setting suggests any
such intent to prohibit state taxes on the part of Congress,
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Li.

at 1710.

Indeed, the Act manifests Congress' "intent to permit

state taxation of non-[Indian] lessees.m
2.

Id. at 1711.

Following the Supreme Court's decision in Cotton

P3trPl<?mn# all ten of the original plaintiffs moved to dismiss
with prejudice those claims controlled by Cotton Petrola^.

six

of those plaintiffs also moved to dismiss with prejudice all of
their remaining claims, removing them entirely from this
litigation.
Union —

The remaining plaintiffs —

Texaco, Exxon, Mobil and

have continued to pursue only those claims under the

1933 Act (and certain state statutory, constitutional and
Enabling Act claims that plaintiffs contend provide background to
their 1933 Act claims).
3.

The 1933 Act is silent on the question of state

4.

The language, history and contemporaneous setting

taxation.

of the 1933 Act show that Congress did not intend to address in
the Act the issue of the taxability of non-Indian oil and gas
lessees on the Aneth Extension,
5.

The 1933 Act was not a leasing statue.

If the

leasing of lands in the Aneth Extension had been intended when
the 1933 Act was passed, any such leasing would have had to have
taken place under either the 1924 Act or the 1927 Act, both of
which authorized taxation by states of non-Indian producers of
oil and gas.
6.

The 1933 Act changed neither the taxability of

non-Indians within the Aneth Extension nor the allocation of
royalties from production from the Aneth Extension.
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It only

removed lands from the public domain, set them aside for Indians,
and imposed greater restrictions on the use of the 37.5% of the
royalty allocated to the State of Utah.
7.

The Court finds no ambiguity in the 1933 Act.

To

read the 1933 Act as plaintiffs suggest, the Court would have to
insert in the Act the words "in lieu of taxes on non-Indian oil
and gas lessees."

To do so would change the very subject matter

of the Act and go beyond the mere interpretation of an ambiguity
which, in any event, does not exist.
8.

The amendment of the 193 3 Act supports the Court's

conclusion that the 1933 Act does not preclude defendants from
imposing the Utah Taxes on plaintiffs.

When Congress amended the

Act in 1968, these plaintiffs and other producers had been paying
to the State of Utah both royalties and taxes on production from
the Aneth Extension for over ten years.

Congress' decision in

1968 not to interfere in this scheme demonstrates conclusively
congressional approval of the receipt by Utah of both tax and
royalty income from the Aneth Extension.
9.

Plaintiffs have either abandoned all their other

theories for invalidation of the Utah Taxes, or failed seriously
to assert them here.

The Court finds all such other theories to

be without merit.
10.

Because the claims initially presented to this

Court by plaintiffs, although later abandoned, involved
legitimate legal issues that needed to be determined, the Court
will award no attorneys' fees to defendants.
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11.

Defendants are, however, the prevailing parties in

this litigation and are entitled to recover their reasonable
costs in the amount of $6,000.00.
DATED this / 3 d a y of May, 1990.

..District Jud^e"
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